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As of September 20 , 1961 , tbe following individuals
were members of tbe Fighting American Nationalists;

HERMAN (LM> is a white male, 5 s 10” s approximately
200 pounds, heavy build, brown hair, almost bald, clean
shaven, carried and believed to have. a son in college

„

He is also believed to b® a naturalized citizen of Polish

and. are currently in good standing
following the names this is to . des

paid FAN membership dues
ing 0 v . Where numbers. appear
designate the number, of.

while
As
In

9. 10 have been temporarily left open

following as of the same date are "under





The basic..discussion for the evening , centered onthe jjianned dinner to be held by the FAN grov 5 on Saturday,September 23 a 1961 f
, at the FAN Headquarters 0

_ _ A - I
who has recently ’’attached himself’

t the FAn group, is
. the individual who recently receivedpu in the Chicago area newspapers for distributingAN^ iiterature at Prosser High School. Prior to the. time,that he distributed this literature he was unknown to the.FAN group,

| ^
|spoke during the course of this meeting

5if.
x
?Se

rview hy the. FBI at the time of the distribution01 tms literature but was non-committal as to details.

. . I
I
and are obviouslyquite security conscious and .are openly opposed to the

Anti-Defajnation League and. the Jewish War Veterans. It
is generally felt that these two organizations are withoutproper authority in matters such as the activities of theNazi Party. It is also, generally believed that the FBI
is properly authorized to inquire into such matters andmerely has a job to do.

was held a
17, 1961. a ’’social

P * ¥«T(*W’IS*£& tfc*



CG
b2
blD

electrical service. The figure is high due to the fact
that the headquarters is directly connected vi.th a store
and .apparently, the commercial rate applies in such a
case. Because of the size of the deposit FAN headquarters
is currently without electricity and it is expected that
t % dinner will be served on Saturday night by candlelight. ?A - JJresent candles are being utilized as is a Coleman

, hf
-

type lantern, the property of
| b7c

No charge will be made for the dinner but a
donation will be asked of those present. The dinner is
expected to be social in nature rather than an official
function.

Regarding FAN Headquarters
, [

has . b7cloaned, the organization a large Swastika flag for headquarters
use. The organization has recently .purchased. ,a stove,,
refrigerator,, and two metal. "Army type” cots' for headquarters
use. Ten chairs also have been purchased for use in the
headquarters meeting hall. As. a result 6f these, expenditures
the FAN treasury is nearly depleted.

The lease for FAN headquarters continues to be
held under name, however, the nature of the
business for which the property is utilized has been .now.
identified .as its use as- a political headquarters. The be
monthly rental of the FAN Headquarters which is $150.00 is b7c

e of the local members
r namely

and I Because of these .

seriously interested .

drive hoping that by building
the membership the expenses to himself and the other two*
members can be eased or perhaps obliviated. v

Michigan Avenue and Balbo Drive.
\

4 -
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if



Regard!Kg the Arab Students .and their activities
in the Chicago area, there has been n© indication that
an approach has been made to the students or have the students
a* coached the FAN organization to ask membership of the
A. 'Students. There has been no indication whatsoever .

that money has been received by the organization, not only
froBi the Arab Stucte&lbs tat from any outside organisation 0

from a recent NSRP meeting Which

relations are strained between
» This situation has resulted
was attended by ROY FRANKHOUSER

was taken at this meeting, in
this amount NELSEN, who has

of the NSRP in Illinois, was to
the meeting . The balance of
for the expenses of FRANKHOUSER,

currently National Organizer of the NSRP. However, the riff

the amount of $67.-00 . From

of FRANKHOUSER kept it for himself*
and NElSMar® "going their own way” and it is not indicated

In connection with the above incident, FRANKHOUSER
became irritated at NEjLSEN and denounced him as being inadequate
in his. position in Illinois in regard to the NSRP„ At this
meeting FRANKHOUSER gave T ( authority to call an
NSRP meeting at anytime he desired*. This in effect puts

their stay at
on. August 19

activities during

, 1961, and came directly to FAN Headquarters

^ ~^ -c i' jt 1 Btw F mm „ j 1 *

South and drove this car to Chicago* Other than attendance
at the NSRP meeting neither FRANKHOUSER nor

|
Iwere active

xn matters while in Chicago,,
|

spent most of his time
loafing at FAN Headquarters while FRANKHOUSER utilized the
period in Chicago for sightseeing.

b2
b7D

.bo

b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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b 2

b7D

ISMEBOUSER departed Chicago by bus on August 28,
by bus ©n August 23, I9ndl, Both departed

-4> A Jh H a MA /f*0 _ * ^ . „ . *
1961, and

* |
| ^

CfoACflgQ ©23L rout© to Atlanta
j,
Georgia * No contacts of^ ~~ ~ "— y 53^ e AT)'*? Vrf^iUl lk><53rVx I^SS1 ^JS,

_Jo^ FRANKHGBSER ar© known during tfa©ir period in. Chicago*

i ©f NELSEN and
list 28 „ 1961 . 1;o see-
gia*. has

v H «u .i.'V'aiKS*. JL

in Chicago at this time,

Ros jraaAutuuBJSK ©r[ |were nevp known
members of the AMP although it is known that Twas ©resent
<a 4* A VfT> mr -s n . « 1

were never- known

at the ANP Headquarters when the movement was originally

be
blC

be
blC

b 6

b7C

regarding FAN or ANP activities. in the Chicago area^ however,
it has recently been mentioned that picketing demonostrations
should one© >again b® taken under consideration e

6 «
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

M E 1^0 R A N D U M

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE1^6 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE M^8-20I0 BY 6Q322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

FROM;

SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

DATE

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, AKA,
RACIAL MATTERS

|
identified the following

individuals as current members of captioned organization;

1 - 157-117 (FAX')

1 - 105-9847
1 - 105-11407
1 - 1G[5*9116
1 - 10M527
1 - 105-9118
1 - 105-9$60
1 - 105-11067
1 - 105-11500
1 - 105-{£2296
1 - 105-10214
1 - 105-11404
1 - 105-9110
1 - 105^
1 - 105-^11666
1 = 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 f 105-
1 - 105- cosca:
1 - 105-
1 - 105-11927
1 — 105—9998
1/- 105-5387 !

1 - 105-11670 f“
copies continuea on
RJD;mps
(40)

OSCAR W. HARMAN

1

K NELsEN]

page

/aJ "a*

V v ^ w







CG 157-3

The following individuals were identified oh
as current members of theFebruary 15, 1962, by [

Fighting American Nationalists:

be
b7C

It is recommended that where such do hot exist,
that dead files concerning above listed individuals be
opened, for purposes of maintaining further, information
received concerning them.

b6
b7C

be
b7C

On the same dat,e also identified the. following
individuals as supporters or tne American Nazi Party and/or Fighting
American Nationalists in the Chicago, Illinois area:

b6
b7C

- 3 -



CG- 157-3

OSCAR W. HARMAN
1 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois

MAX NELSEN
'

Hoffman Estates
Illinois



CG 157-3

It is recommended that dead files he opened
concerning above ''identified individuals for purposes of
maintaining further information received concerning them.

On this same date
| I identified the following

as individuals who attended' ,a meeting or meetings of the
American Nazi Party and/or Sighting American Nationalists
in. the Chicago area.
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Re Bureau, letter to ; Chicago datedlune %®g 1962*
; dad Chicago airteji '.to- the Bu#eajr dated 3&&V -*hd . .

. ';_ Chicago
r

.-.-,7 ••.;.•».
.'

-/%'... * •

'-Cli^^ksEcK lett£gh§#& ••* ' ' *.

memoranda# 6nd both; were captioned "NATIONAL STATE3 RIGHT#
• ,<

• •, w^k#.; $&&&

M
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V
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* ' * v > J
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•
: The meeting bit the Rational. States lliglits Raafiy^ »

'

' <RsRP) iOrJune 16*' 16«& Sfc Chicago* IfciK,

advertised in : '

- ;•> .**
.; . andtfcp •idaiing'•.•©f
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-.
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.' report shale Rfciual .sponsor -0.# meafioaed % ..
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,-

:

-.
• • *.\ --A Veview »* regarding tfcg .nwetiag *«&£$$;•.

' "

"ttueatipit Mia. tO.^fckt pj*rpohe was- bbaved/by* this meeting $£;:

r

-•
. ,

"
.
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subject organization, disclosed ap evidence that an Institute *
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fd^.^ppoitiEf^ dd©«' -iifc £*<$ Met m
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7.
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' : raformatioh^ indicated ^thls is a Oaaea* organization^ - b 6
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. - 7 • forced by MAYNARD mLANBO M&SM; I \

had -b 1 c
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEPIl4l5 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-21-2010 BY 60322 /UC / LB.P /STP/ETG

TO : SACi CM<?agp\ (1G5-46BP) date: 9/21/62

from
: SAOjf. Birmipg|iarn (,105-477)

subject: UATiONAE STASES RIGHTS. PAROS

Retu?iet;> 9/14/62^

• Erjtbio.^ are. one, and fi7e photo-r
S?.aphs: of MAX l^SOM .aSi requested: in; reiflet,.

. ... individual wearing
isrEMQRS Mb^il^ Ala.,

glasses, in this photograph

' /
'

- ; ~ A * _> J _ T _

^

* i mx, '*' '-•
•

-

. *Ti.4-At V'-T : 1

2 ** Chicago n/7|J
@-105-5587) V

1 Birmingham
'm

1 - SWtSgaiT
'

'

MMEirvra jfif
/o\ P*



ALL IHjmiATIOIT COHT£IHEp

HEREIli^P UNCLASSIFIED- -

• /

.DATE 0'4-2-1 t2010 Bl' 6.0322/UC/LRP/STR/ETqp''

SAC, BIRMINGHAM (105-477) September 14, 1962

SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630)

“
; NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

^ RACIAL MATTERS "
/

‘V
_ . 00: ' BIRMINGHAM

Re Birmingham letter to Tampa , dated 8/20/62.
.

* ^ r
.

r
_

- >

* .. ^ RefeOaeed bdimnimicatioa reports that arfHew o? issue number 44 of *The Thunderbolt**,
official organ of captioned organization. Page 5 ,

NELS0N
nS a Ph6t° °f E»R0 R, RIBLOS and'MX

. .
Chicago Division is riot in possession of'

L*ssue Of
'

if mentioned photo is of V
th^ R reproduction could be made of

Sj^Sw -
?f

^

As Possible , it is; requested that
Ri^ision be ftu:nished with negative andone copy of NELSONS photo for appropriate file.

RJDjmej
(4)

Birmingham

-5587)

Searched -

.

Serialized^
Indexed^
Filed >

~rm
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ALL IWFMBtriON CONTAINED

HEREIN ^pjCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-21-2010 BY 60322 /UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITS) STATES GOTEBHNENT

TO? SAC, CHICAGO (157=3) ' DATE? J(jL x 6 1962

FROM? SA BOBEET J. DOLAN

SUBJECT?
. AMERICAN NAZI PfflH, .aka*

Ob Jub© • 14 „ 1962.

With infermati@a comceming
M&T&cmg. N&ssi Party 0.

>
,

. wh© has furnished
SA EGBERT J. DOLAN

©£ the; -Chicago;. Branch,

b2
b7:

Chicago file A][

A^-copy @£ this information is /.attached -hereto.

s inafomation is located in

1
I
T
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

r<

1
l:«

1 «

A 'i

i «

1 -

157=131
105=13142
105=13143
105=3527
157=65
105=9998
105=11500
105=11667
105=12832
105=2363

:

105=5587
105=11666
105=11404
105=12821
10.5=11927
105=11670
105=9110

b2
b7:

b2
b7:

/d^T-^ry?;



ALL INI|M|TION CONTAINED

HEREIN ^B(piCLA3SIFIED .

DATE 04-21-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/3TP/ET

June 14, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

who attempted to start a

Nazi party, visited

Boring their conversation

two of the individuals

be known as The

recently to see

he furnished

but had not read it carefully,

Apparently they now have different thoughts regarding the MP„

In spite of their appearance

and their interest in the organization, it is believed doubtful

they will affiliate themselves with the AHP, at least for the

time being* Apparently „ this is because of the recent trouble

,
they got into

were charged with

Chicago police. It is understood that both

!One who "blew the whistle” on them. As a

result of their- involvement with and their



#

bull session followed,

of '’Organization of NSMP” frcm[

recently borrowed a copy

to use as a

reference work. Be apparently is concerned in preparing

seme type' of article, the nature of which is unknown.

It was learned that has recently received

a''-'
f

-
tprouoti^<f 'and is now holding the position of party

Theyapparently made the trip of their own accord and had

nonspecific reason for doing so, other than they were curious

as to what

ias claimed

Jis actually like,

lget money from such

ventures from their aunt, whose identity is unknown.

It has recently been learned that

is employed as a at an unknown bar located at

Be is said to work from approxi-

mately 0 or 10 p.m, until early morning

and MASt NELSEN were recently at the

AKP headquarters to make arrangements wit) con-

cerning the forthcoming national States Bights Party meeting

toHbe held on June 16, I960.

has advised that who has

recently been in the custody of Juvenile Authorities at

Joliet, Illinois, has been released and is apparently

2





ALL IHFQggATIOH COHTAIHED

HEREDJ^^WJC LAS 3 1 FIED

DATE 04^^-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT
MEMORMUI!

TOs SAG, CHICAGO C1S7-3) DAYEs jtIL 1 6 1962

FROM? SA ROBERT J, DOLAN

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY,
RACIAL MATTERS •

'

Or. June .$8,- 1962,| | (RAC) , has furnished b7D

- reliable*. ipf©rmati®& in the p&gt i . . fiurMghed. :SA' ROpERT
•

,

• Maie^rbiBt' a©'iW4t$§sj ®f fcfc*
"

•

'Aperies® Nazi Party*
* ‘ ‘ "



ALL INFORMATION CONTAIH1I

HEREIN^WWC LASSIFIED '

DATE Cm^V-2010 BY 60322/UC/LP.P/STF./ETG

June 28, 1962
Chicago, Illinois

On June 16, 1962, GOERGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL,

National Commander of the American Nazi Party (ANP), .

arrived in Chicago from Arlington, Virginia* He made the

trip via Halted Air Lines, arriving at O'Hare Field at

li 15 p.mc met him at the airport and from

there, they drove to the Chicago ANP headquarters, 2124

North Oamen.

As a result of the Commander's visit, an afternoon

gathering "of the membership was hold on June 16, 1962.

Present at this gathering were the following:

MAX NELSEN

During the course of this gathering, MAX NELSEN

spoke of the forthcoming National States Rights Party meeting

to be held that evening at the La saile Hotel, The Commander

had been invited to attend and was to give a talk before the

gathering . During the course Of NELSEN *s comments at the

"afternoon gathering, he told those present that he wants them,



i*

'

meaning the Hazis, to "break heads, sraa^h ribs t and kill

t&e s.Q,b 0 it is necessary. NELSElf made reference

in this regard .to anyone who would attempt to break up his

meeting, ;

;

\ * *

2



ALL IHFORHATT0H COHTAIHED

HEREIN I3-
l
^mA53IFIED

DATE 04-28^m0 BY 60322/UC/LRP/3TP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO: SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630) DATE: JUL 1 6 1962

FROM: SA ROBERT J. DOLAN

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

Osi Jtme 28, 1962, (RAC), who has furnished b7D

reliable information in tbe pas'®, xurnished. sA ROBERT J. DOLAN

A copy this information Is attached hereto.

-The original of th|g information is.- located -in b2
Chicago file A

] |
b7D

RJDsgmf
(14)

b6
b7C

b2
b7D

Jf)
S'* ^S'

S



ALL INFORMATION COHTAIHED

HEEEI^fc UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 1-2010 BY 60322/UC7LRP/STP/ETG

Juiid 28| 1962
Chicago, Illinois

©a Jim© 16, 196$, a meeting ms held 'at the. La Salle

Hotel, Mezzanine, Parlor F, Chicago, Illinois. This meeting

had been advertised as a national States Rights Party (NSRP)

affair and HSR JIELSEH, who identifies himself as Illinois

representative of the HSRP, was responsible for the meeting.

Approximately 56 people were present, among which

were the following

$

MM SRLBEM
: !

,

MiS MMSOJUS ROCKWELL

terminated at about I©s45 p,m.

P HU'S*







CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
June 19, .1962

.

v During a visit to

ft was learned from •that'"ANP Coaunastdor Georg©'

that day by air from. Arlington, Virginia, at approximately
;m. He was met at the airport in' Chicago byl

|

and brought to ANP headquarters’. Early in the evening
ROCKWELL went, out to dinner .with a Chicago man and- bis wife,
names unknown, .who had invited him. - 'RCiCkWEIiL later returned
to the headquarters and he and several ANP members went
in a group to the La Salle Hotel in downtown Chicago to attend
a meeting of the National .States Rights Party 6 .After that
meeting ROCKWELL.T I MAX NELSEN,

1

] returned
to the anp headquarters and spent a couple of hours socializing
then broke ,up 0 ROCKWELL remained at the ANP headquarters
for the. night.

be
b7C
b7D

iw
2



AIL I^pATIOW C OBTAINED
HEEI]^ft UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04*28-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRF/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

FROM

SAC , CHICAGO (105-4630)

SA JOHN W„ TOEDT

DATE:

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 6/19/62 there was received orally from
information concerning a meeting of \

|
This information

was placed in written report -form and authenticated Jue
the informant. The original report is located in A)

On the above date the informant.a furnished the
following additional descriptive data concerning persons
mentioned above, not previously known to him.

4 - Milwauke (RM)
1 -
1 -
1 —
1 -

13 Chicago !j

105-5587 (MAX NELSEN)
C"1 - 157-34 (INSTITUTE FOR BIOPOLITICS)

1 - 157-3 (ANP>
1 - 105-9118 r
1 - 105-3527
1 - 105=
1 - 105-9116
1 - 105-1192^
1 - 105-

,

1 - 105-Desdex I I born approximately

(RAC)

.approximately!
(RAC), meeting of NSRPj

1 - 105-
1 - 105-12296

Copies continued on 1A page

JWT: pat
(27)

/ocnai /5

fBI—

-

ch»c<- w



CG 105-4630

I - 105-11500
1- 105-11666
1 - 105-12832
1 - 105-9081
1 -

- 105-11670
1 -105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-10151
1



• •

CG 105-4630

«A» «A» «L <£»^ ^

Chicago, Illinois
June 19, 1962

On- Saturday night, June 16,- 1962,. at 8:45. p.m.
a meeting was held .in. Room- F, La Salle Hotel,. La Salle and
Madison Streets, Chicago, Illinois. This had been, (advertised
as a meeting of the National States. Rights Party . MAX NELSEN
was in charge and in ..his opening remarks stated that the
meeting had been .called by himself as. Illinois, representative
of .the NSRP but that it was. a meeting of the Institute, for
Biopolitics.

Approximately . 55 people, attended the meeting,
. including the following:

- 2



CG 105-4630

MAX NELSEN
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL

MAX NELSEN gave a 45: minute, introductory talk
in which: he. stated that the. Institute, of Biopolitics is. an >

organization established' to. help. prevent racial suicide.by
the white, race.— to. help, .the white race.- to continue, to exist
without being, swallowed* up .by .the. black, masses. His: purpose."

. in calling..this mating was to explain, this and acquaint, the
people, with the situation today. He s.tated that amojag.the
right the- NSRP is the .vote?°gatting branch and. that the- ANP
is .the action group. . He. said be personally is a member, of
the Institute of .Biopolitics,, and the Illinois representative

. of the NSRP but is not a member of the ANP. While..the NSRP
-and the. ANP have .no. official connection,, they are connected
-in that both believe in separation, of- the Negro, and the. white.
He; stated that Q&ftRGE . LINCOLN ROCKWELL, ANP Commander , was

. present on this, occasion at. his, invitation as guest ^speaker .
*

. He, also gave, a plug for the Finland 'Book Store, 2124. North.
Damen. Avenue,. Chicago , -Operated by tbe ANP and. stated be .

would, appreciate it if people present ‘would.- patronize, that
book store. He then, introduced. GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL.

b6
b7C

- 3 -



GG 105-4630

ROCKWELL then explainted what he..and the- ANP stand
He. stated-: that while, he: is. against Jews: generally, .

he :is not. against the Jew justrbecapse heis aJewbutrather..
he is against : traitors andhe estimatesthat about80%of
the Jews in this country are traitors • f . He stated .that
Communists aretraitorsand tbat Cojamunism is Jewish, starting .

back .withKARL.MARX. . He stated that he ha® adopted, the

.

swastika ,as ;a shock symbol -?• that- it is a syrabol oftbe white
^ruggi® for survival . He said that it is a . Jewish lie that
HITLER, .committed .all the atrocities attributed -to him
bu,t that ,,we.are .going.:to . do. some of, those things attributed,
to HITLER which .be didnVt get done.’.’

ROCKWELLVs remarks .were, very well received .-and the
meeting closed with .. a "Sig Hail" . between ROCKWELL and the ,

,

audience.

During the evening, a collection was taken up.
announced by NELSESf as. for . tbe purpose .of helping to defray
expenses of the Viniand Book Storey The collection .

.proceeds .went, to
|

The admission charae to the
meeting was$l|00^

- 4



ALL IHFOEHOTON CONTAINED

HEREIN I^fcLASSIFIED
DATE 04-2T^D10 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT .

MEMORANDUM:

FROM

? SAC, CHICAGO .(157=3)

: SA JOHN W. TOEDT

Subject American nazi party
RM *

.

1

On 6/19/62 information .was. received orally from.
(RAC) . concerning a /visit to

I

I I This information
was incorporated into a written report , which . was. subsequently
authenticated: bv the informant- and which is retained. ..as

105=9116 . .

105=3527
105=4630
105=5587
105-10151
105-11500
105=11667

fMAX NELSENl

JWspat.

J6f-



CG 157-3

Chicago, Illinois
June 19, .1962 ,

During the evening off

and
] were.-visited , bvi

be
b7C
b7D

The evening, was.- spent helping
|
mail out invitations.-to .a .meeting to be' held at the

La Salle Hotel,. Chicago;* the. following night. Though, the .

meeting was. advertised as a meeting.of the. National Spates
Rights Party called. by MAX NELSEN,. all .of the invitations •

were; prepared and mailed out -by the iNP. personnel. The .

invitation advised that- GEORGE LINCOLN. ROCKWELL would speak
at the, meeting .and. ANP mailing., lists were used in sending. .

them out.. I l advised that ROCKWELL was expected;, to arrive,
in Chicago' Saturday , for -the purpose, of talking at that meeting,
MAX- NELSEg will introduce. hira„ 1 land others from

are planning to attend,, according .to it
was also agreed-, that l 1 and I |would likewise .

lalso. said, that ROCKWELL would; like; .to fakeattend
over the N5RP and use.: if as. a front group of the ANP.

was also stated that if. had been, learned, from
It

and
that: ROCKWELL was

. sort of sore . at' the.;Chicago
group for not .having, .picketed, against the Communists, on .

6/4/62. ROCKWELL .had, planned that there would be simultaneous,
ANP, demonstrations at various .locations .in. the U.S. on that
date.. .

— 2 —



r ALL nffiOEMATIOH COHTAIHED

HEREi^A unclassified
DATE 0^28-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETi

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM
*

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157=3) BATE? 2 4- C'L

FROM s SA ROBERT J„ DOLAN

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
- RM .

ilffifffil’ina.'feioini in fr.h® ma®#
.vit:

m

£uuraisfe@d r@liafel@
J* DOLAN with0



ALL IMF

HEREIN
DATE 04

omrrion contained

^HpiCLAS S IFIED

-2X-2G1G BY 60322/UC/LRP/3TF/ETG

Chicago 9 Illinois

As of August 31 B I®82 0 th® following general'
information is noted regarding the Chicago branch of the
American Mass! Party (A23P]> 9 its activities asid its

with
AIKP for
the members
occasion he set fire to

|
has also been forced out of the

organisation,,, also for disobeying orders „

member
»<«

been previous
is actually on®

AMP. It is
to Join or get out of the

is now out of th®
1ordered him

;;
max msra 9 it

& changed his ideas regarding

being in accord with his own.

I

|

..who withi

~1 was in custody of
Juvenile 'authorities „ m now out of the organisation, fte
Chicago unit is setting a firm rule that no one under the
ntffB of 18 will b©"'allowed t© affiliate themselves • |

|

is apparently st^ll in th© custody of Juvenile authorities.

be
b7C

1







ALL DIFiI

.HEREIN I

DATE" 04-

,TION CONTAINED'

|ft LAS SIFTED

.

2010 BY*
1

60-322/UC/LRP

SAC, BIRMINGHAM (105-477) \ 16/16/62

SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630)

\ RATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: BIRMINGHAM) .. .

-

* Re Birmingham letters dated 9/21/62, and 10/5/62*

Fdr the information of your division it is noted

that examination of photographs furnished by referenced

communication dated September 21, 1962, disclosed individual*

wearing glasses in the photograph is MAYNARD ORLANDO
NELSON, also known as MAX NELSON* a subject of this

,

division., • •,<

" '
’

* ;

In reply to your communication of October 5 ,
.

‘

r

'

.

1962, fee advised that the. Chicago Division does hot at
‘ the present time* receive ;«The Thunderbolt” * In view of

the fact that certain of the information contained In .

that publication continues to be' of interest to this

office, it is requested that Birmingham supply pertinent
Information determined from their review of that ;

.

publication. , .



ALL IIIFOPMATION COHTAI1ED

HEPEIIJ^k UNCLASSIFIED
15-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/3TF/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

FROM

: SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

: SA JOHN W. TOEDT

DATE

SUBJECT: ANP
RM

On 3.0/&6/62 |(RAC) orally advised of a

’’White Stag Dinner” held at headquarters of the American
Nazi Party (ANP) ,

Chicago, 10/13/62. This information ms
placed in written-j£orm aaiihanticated by the informant, and
is retained as A}

|

The informant was unable to furnish any identifying
data concerning (FNU)| |other than he reportedly^
a member of the National states Rights Party (NSRP) at

|
The informant report is as follows:

1 - Indianapolis (.Info) ISM3

( (FNU)
|

1 - Houston (Info) (RM)
23 - Chicago .

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A|
,105-

105-14227
105-14226
105-14045
105-13900
105-14039
105-12296
157-62
105-13966

1 - 157-87
1 - 105-
1 - 105-11927
1 - 105-
1 - 105- .

105-5587
1 « 157-127
1 - 105-12832
1 - 105-10151
1 - 105-11500
1 - 105-11667

JWTtpat

SEARCHE0

N0\HL 1962



CG 157-3

Chicago , Illinois
October 16, 1962 ,

On 10/13/62 a "white stag” dinner was held at
headquarters d the American Nazi Party, 2124 North Damen Avenue,,*
Chicago.

Present were:

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL

The evening was spent in informal conversation and
no business was conducted. ROCKWELL stated that the U. - S.
government apparently is out to nail him and .that they probably . ,

will try to do it through tax evasion. He also told ;of
five ANP troopers -"who recently were jailed in Philadelphia,

2



CG 157-3

Pennsylvania, for picketing GUS HALL, national GP figure. -

He stated that the way to the |$[hite House though',, is through
the jail and the easiest way- to land in jail today, is to
get out in public and fight for your beliefs..

After dinner ROCKWELL
, |

and
I were observed-

leaving, in ROCKWELL’ s Cadillac wxth their .luggage and the
announced intention of visiting Houston, Texas, where ROCKWELL
intends to open a branch headquarters of the. ANP.

r

-• 3 -



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEBE II IS UNCLASSIFIED

Mil 04-21-2010 BY 60322 /UC / LRP /STP /ETC
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NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY NEWS
SOKOLSKY SUED BY CHICAGO

>C
,
N. S. R. P. CHIEF

GEORGIA TRIBUNE

By: Max Nelsen,Chairman ofNSRP
OF 111., Box 1785, Chicago 90, 111* Sokolsky.
The JewishCommunist ‘apparat’ in a syndicated article written

in the Unite^ States consists of by Sokolsky, appearing in a number
a number of j^gll-known and much 0f newspapers published on May
publicized news reporters and u (

i960, a libel was committed
commentators. Theseprofessional against Maynard O. Nelsen by
propagandists r.un the gamut from stating that while a student at

tween these t^o^xtrefries ofoper- fornTand distributed Nazrtitif^
ation* is a .man calling himself ture.” Mr. Nelseh’s only political

George Ephraim Sokolsky. activity has been and is to atr
WHO'S WHO states that this tack Jewish Communism where-

is his name* his father being ever and whenever it raised its"

Solomon and his mother being ugly head.
Bertha (Rappaport.) Obviously, he Mr. Oscar Wyclif Harman, at-
is of'Russian Jewish descent. He tomey for Mr. Nelsen, sued for

attended the School of Journalism ubel against Sokolsky in theSuper-
at Columbia University from 1913- ior court of Cook County, Chic-
1917. Also, in 1917, he is listed ag0( Illinois on May 9, 1961. So-
as being editor of the Russian kolsky sought refuge in the local
Daily News -of Petrograd. Later, Federal Court, pleading the 1st,

in 1918, he jvas assistant editor 5th, 12th, and 14th Amendments
of the North China Star of Tient- to the Constitution. The case was
sin.

.
accidently assigned to a competent

It is significant that during this Federal Judge, who sent Sokolsky
period, 1917.-1918, another Russian- back to the Superior Court.
Jew, Leon Trotsky(Bronstein) was To-date, Sokolsky has refused to

actively engaged in Communist g^ear an affadavit giving the lo-
revolutionary

.
activity which re- cation of his citizenship. Here is

suited in' that’nightmare lhonstro- a real, case for the FBI t0 ^
sity -of today, the Soviet Union vestigate, instead of harrassing
and Red China. An obviously sim- patriotic anti-Communist Ameri-
ilar pattern efrerges in the re- cans,
lationship of Sokolsky and Trot- The importance of this libel
sky with regard to background, actions against a leader of the
time, place, and activity. ‘apparat* by two Americans with
The U.S. State Dept, was re- reaj guts and know-how, is what

sponsible for the issuance of visas
jS important here. The power of

ol both Sokolsky and Trotsky to the forces of evil in our midst
Russia. It is a lie of bistory

js more imagined than real. By
t^iat

. 51® German General Staff the simple act of bringing this
permitted Trotsky to enter Rus- vermin into the open in court,
sia. The Jewish Warburg Family, his power is thereby weakened,
a revolutionary ghetto version of Jewish Communists are not im-
the JewwnvRothschild Family, had lTlune t0 lawsuits, if the case is
highly-placed representatives in competently handled and pursued
both thefgovemments of the United ^h vigor. '

States,<and Germany during World whatever the final outcome of
War I. .This Warburg Family, this libel action of Nelsen vs.
working-rboth sides of the street, Sokolsky, the effect has been to
financed Trotsky and -his NewYork j^duce the insidious influence and
City EastSide criminal revolution- arrogance of a man who spews
arieS. Ari! important liaison man in hate and subversion to millions
.this operation was GeorgeEphraim 0f innocent American readers.

GEORGIA UNIT STARTS

- ORGANIZATIONAL DRIVE
On March 3, the Dalton, Ga.,

Unit of the National States Rights

Party held a meeting for the elect-

ion of local officers. Rev. Henry
G. White, the NSRP state chairman

WELCOME ‘GEORGIA TRIBUNE’
SUBSCRIBERS
Two months ago the family of

Parson Jack Johnston turned the

subscription lists of “The Geor-

gia Tribune" over to “The Thun-

derbolt" so that we might continue

the good work of this crusading

Minister. Hundreds of you “Geor-

gia Tribune" readers took* ad-

vantage of the special letter we

sent you inviting you to join “The

Thunderbolt." Due to your eager-

ness to continue to receive a real

fighting Whiteman’s newspaper,

you gave us the greatest jump in

circulation in the history of “The

Thunderbolt." It makes us mighty

proud to serve you and we hope

to soon publish’ some of Parson*

Jack’s best known writings. By

uniting these Right-Wing publi-

cations, they can never pass away.

Parson Jack still lives, here in

the columns of “The Thunder-

bolt." We know that Parson Jack

is here with ns in spirit, guiding

us to the TRUTH. We are so very

happy to have all of his wonderful

followers wim us.

DALLAS GETS 20
REFUGEE FAMILIES
DALLAS (JTA)—The Jew-

ish Family' Service of Dallas

will take in and care for twen-

ty refugee Jewish families,

most of them from Cuba, in-

stead of the^qi&ta of ten pre-

viously }$g$jj0LC£d. ^ „

MIAMI

REFUGEES

While in' Miami, for the s

against Stanley * Pospisel,
]

Fields made study of the Cu
refugee problem. Over- 100,

Cubans now live in Miami, rr

on Welfare. They are arrivini

the rate of over 2,000 per we

It is almost a desperate situai

that the U.S. Government ov

throw the Communist Governn

in Cuba so that these people

return to their homeland.

Over the years thousands

Jews who couldn’t get into

U.S.A. moved from the old corn

to Cuba. They lived mostl;

Havana where they engaged

some kind of tourist busines;

soak the vacationing Ameri

They have now found a good ex<

to ‘flee to the safety of the f

old U.S.A.’ and as usual they

poor persecuted refugees. (Des

the fact that the Commissa.

business in Cuba is a Jew

Castro is surrounded by tl

Most loyal Patriotic Cubans vs

ing to return to Cuba stay inMi

where they will be close to C

These thousands who are t

‘resettled* all over the U.S*A.

mostly Jews, WHO HAVE NC

TENTION OF RETURNING
CUBA. Over 30,000 more

have flooded into America.

United Jewish Appeal is f

diem all over the country, s€

them up in one business

another. The NSRP will &

these .
parasites out of Am-

when we are elected to p<

Montgomery meetings packed



UNITED STATES GO^PRNMENT

Memorandum

ALL IIMKHATION CONTAINED

HEKlJBis UNCLASSIFIED
DATE'^P21-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/3TP/ETG

SAC (100- 12/31/62

SA CARL N. FREYMAN

subject: M. NELSEN
SM-MISC

.

On 12/31/62 | 1 Editorial Department
"Chicago’s American," furnished the writer with the original
of a letter to the editor dated 12/18/62 by one M. NELSON,
114 Morgan Lane, Roselle, Illinois, which is attached as a
separate page of this memo and which demands in effect that
the laws that have now been affirmed against the CP for
failure to register also be applied to all Roman Catholic
and Jewish organizations

.

CNF:mec
( 1 ) ^

SEARCHED ...—^INDEXED

SERIALISED

DEC 1 2 196|
FBI— CHICAGO



ALL IHEOFMATION COHTAIHD
heeejAs unclassified
DATE ^P21-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

Mo Nelsen
114 Morgan Lane
Roselle, 111.
Deo. 18, 1962

Editor:
I

Now that the Communist Party
of the Uo.S«A* has been

convicted pf failure to
register as an agent of a
foreign power, I insist on b

!

the s.ame application of law
to all Roman Catholic and i
Jewish organizations*

j

As a non-Communist, a non-
Catholic, and a non-Jew,
and a member of the 100$
loyal majority, I demand
this action be taken

;

immediately.

9

/

1



Indices Searc^Slip
FD-160 (Rev. 10-1-59)

ML IIFOm&TIOI COHTAIHED

HEREIN LAS SIFTED

DATE 04-ZI-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

TO: CHIEF CLERK

Birth Date I Birthplace Race Sex
Male
Fema le

Exact Spelling I l Maln Criminal Case Files Only I 1 Restrict to

All References I
| Criminal References Only

Main Subversive Case Files Only I _ I Main Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References)

Subversive References Only I- 1 Main Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References)

Restrict to Locality of

Subversive References Only

File & Serial Number File & Serial Number

Reviewed by

File Review Symbols

I - Identical
NI - Not identical*

? - Not identifiable

U - Unavailable reference



ML
HERE

DATE1
iRHATION CONTAINED

5 UNCLASSIFIED
-28-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

r

TO : SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEET

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE

On juary 31, 1963, there was received from
to oral information concerning

This information was
included in a written report which has been authenticated
and -which is filed as A]

The source was unable to furnish any descriptive.
data concerning the individual by the name of [and under-
_ j a a i » _ i l » _ _ Vm j _ nstood he was #rom- the
the ANP.

Headquarters of

b2
b7D

b6
b7C

15,

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1>

Richmond ( 100*=

„ (I - 100-
Chicago

WGBOBfllg LINCOLN ROCKWELL) (RM) b6
b7C

-Af
b2
b7D

105-35271
157<hl27'
157-153
157-158
105-14030
105-13966
105-
105-
157-62
105-
105-13900
105-10151
105-5587 (MAX NELSEN)

b6
b7C

JWTigmf
(13)

i

tzar-
I SEARCHED . /).

~
j

[SERIAUZEdZ^^f;

FEB 20 19e
FBI-— CHIC/m



CG 157-3

On February 5, 1963, the informant stated that he
had learned at an ANP meeting held February 1» 1963

«

at
Chicago, that this individual is one who has
recently been reassigned to the Chicago awp headquarters from b6

b7C

/

X
/

- 11 -h



ALL IfljORMATIOH CONTAINED

HEFI^pS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE ^ff-21-2010 BY 6Q322/UC/LRP/3TF/ETG

January 31, 1963
Chicago, Illinois

ROCKWELL was in charge of the meeting and announced
he was there on that occasion to hear certain charges which
had been made to him against

|
]of the

Chicago branch. He stated that all charges would be made in
written form. Formal charges were .then filed by I I

and I
|

During this procedure,.
:k\?eiit was mentioned by ROCKWELL

name in the ANP.
is[

— A — — — 7

Jwas not using his . right
then admitted that his correct na$jte

Among the charges agains ]as read by
ROCKWELL, were that, he lacked, leadership, is too secretive,
never tells the members Anything, has confided in outsiders,
namely \ I and MAX NELSEN, that he engages in petty
things to .annoy the others living at the headquarters, that
he has locked himself in his room to avoid people,, that the
headquarters is al^wed to becomd. unfit for human habitation,
that all the . improvements made at the headquarters building
were made by the members 'as
Certain charges were also made against
fact that he had

could not be bothered.
including the

^
in his job without

checking with him. before he furnished his name to the Police
Department? also that I I had chewed out an FBI Agent. Ia
reading the charges,. ROCKWELL said he was shocked. He lit.
into I l and told him you .just do not do things like tangling

.

with the FBI or the police but rather you are courteous and
respectful.

b7D

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

- 1 -



A

#

ROCKWELL then continued the meeting to 1/29/63.
He instructed to write out his reply to the charges
made. He also said he was going to interview each member
in regard to the situation. He 'also announced that a,

general meeting would be held ^Wednesday night. 1/30/63. b6
b7C

At the end of the meeting at about 10s 00 PM, a rock
was thrown through the front window of -the head irp^.r’tar'Si

building. The police were called and] -Blade out a
report. 1

"

0

«» 2 c.



ILL IIFOMimoI C OHTAIHED

HERE III IS TJlMtSSIFIED

BATE 04-21™2m0 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTMEMORANDUM
TO : .SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE:

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
» RACIAL MATTERS

There was received dfally ~ from
|

~| (RAC)
who has furnished reliable information in the oast . oh v

This information will be located 'in a written report which is
filed as A| land is as follows:

1 - Richmond (RM)
1 - (GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL)

10 - Chicago
- l - a! \

:

1 - 105-11667
1 - 105-9116
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-13900
1 - 105-
n) - 105-5587 (MAX NELSON)
J. - 105-140391

JWT: LJP 1 1

a ^ rCS l
I SEARCHED

—

iccDiAti7Fn (S* EILFi'

1

SEMCHED—
SERiWZED..Ik_H^i;

MAR20 1963 >

amnea . iJf



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS JfcLASSIFIED
DATE 04-2^1510 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

Chicago, ' Illinois
March 12, 1963

During the evening of
it was observed that the following"were present atf

b7D

durin g the early part of the evening.. He later was .relieved
by

|
and left. The evening was spa?hiv%

socializing and no business was transacted. It was jstated
that GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL had left earlier in the day for
Mount Carroll, Illinois where he was to speak that evening
at Frances Seiner College c He reportedly •#is~'acc^paSied by
several ANP nasabers. -During the Meeting it was

v
learned that

I I checked in by telephone and talked briefly
withj |

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

it was observed that ‘several names' and’ phone
~

numbers were posted by a telephone at headquarters., including
the following:

HARMONg, FR 2-6054
NELSEN. HA 7-0208a ‘

1 b6
b7C

Addendum

A 'check" ^ith 'iliin©i‘i''Beii
2080 ' concerning the' 'telesphone^'^ambers
following:

FRahkiih "2-6054

'

Is. registered to OSCAR' WCLIF' HARMON
1 North La Salle Street-, an attorney

Telephone ’Company operator
listed above revealed the

HArrison 7-0208
Is registered tcf Laborent , Inc.
.630“is. State” Street

'

S Of - employment of MAX NELSEN)





ALL INFOglATION COWTAICTED

herenrjArjNC las s ified

DATE 04^-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM
1

TO: SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM:, SA ROBERT J. ‘ DOLAN

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, aka •

RACIAL MATTERS
t

* * ~
.

On -February 4. 1963.

Deemed Advisable) advised’ SAs ROBERT ,J.
.of 'the following information:

Date : z/zs/t, .

»S"i- . \

DOLAN and
TTProtect

r

b6
b7C
b7D

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, Commander, American Nazi
Party, arrived Chicago, Illinois, from Arlington, Virginia,
on Saturday, January 26, 1963, via Delta Airlines. He was
met at 6 'Hare Airport by a group of the Chicago organization
and following their departure from' O' Hare field they attended
a reception., held in ROCKWELL'S honor at the Chicago headquarters.



CG .157-3

ROCKWELL explained that he claimed he came to Chicago,
at this, time, for several reasons. Foremost of which, was

t
to

attempt to correct internal affairs within the Chicago Branch,
American. Nazi Party (ANP) . ROCKWELT, wotari *ha* nnniarmis
charges have been placed against I I of the
Chicago unit. ROCKWELL was of the opinion, that there is a
concerted-effort within the' Chicago membership to

I

~1
,

He indicated that it was his belief
this discord is fathered bv l I ROCKWELL

that
]

las a *’sneak’* and one whom he' does, not feel
ROCKWELL stated that he feels, :fot' -some reason,

characterized!
he can trust.
that

! lias "’too much. money to spend,"* does too much drinking,
and as a result too much talking. ROCKWELL stated that if all

he charges against
to the Arlington unit f

the charges or most
he! would reassign|_ 3
ing in the handling of men. ROCKWELL described
likeable person but one obviously too soft for ihe job.

are substantiate^
_fH£ther train-

las a

ROCKWELL noted for
|

that he has issued
explicit instructions -that

(

the anp. will cooperate with

<

all
levels of. law enforcement fc'‘a&d’ he mentioned, specifically, the
City police departments as well as the FBI. ROCKWELL stated,
that' police officers may 'search the premises ‘of party ’headquarters
without warrants at any time. He charged that any person,
within the membership, who denies such cooperation to 'police
authorities will be immediately, dropped from membership. In
this Connection ROCKWELL noted that he has **a definite reason**
for demanding such cooperation. He noted that a time may- 'come
when one. of -the membership will be on trial for a violation 'of
some law and ROCKWELL may feel, at the' time, that by proving
his cooperation with the police authorities, suCh will.be
a definite benefit on the ‘outcome of the court "proceedings.
ROCKWELL noted that it may, even be 'necessary to have' law 'enforce-
ment officers subpoenaed to testify to the fact that cooperation
has been extended, and .that the ANP has not been operating, as
a organization.

be
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D

\

- 2 -



CG 157-3

IStated that he learned that MAYNARD O.
®PON,NELSON, known as MAX NELSON, has been in contact with the

Chicago Brahbh, ANP, and may have applied for membership in
Another individual, onethat organization^

is also kii®$:

member wHtej does pot, attend meetings, but who has given
is reportedly an associate

who

materially to the organization, 'in the past* Only recently
he offered the .'Chicago .group a *Si^all ‘printing press, electrically
opK^8S3| which

;

it ,iS" said will 'turn out some one-thousand
copies per

be
b7C
b7D

R{5&£WELL stated that his earlier intention to supply
the Chicago unit with his old printing press at Arlington
has been ’’held back” until such time that it is known that the
Chicago, organization will not have to move from, their current
quarters. In this connection ROCKWELL noted action has been
taken by "enemy. ’forces” .to rezone the •iarea wherei'nWANP
headquarters is located' in an attempt, to force theni to vacate
the premises.

| |
remarked that, during the course of; ,

his discussion with ROCKWELL concerning various individuals
associated with the ANP, the following’ information was develOpjjd :

»
^

,
!

I who had applied '.for membership who
did not complete - his- -application ^ was ' denounced because he, is
considered to be|

periodically contactsf
la former member of the. Chicago ANP,

'in an'-effort to start a hew-,
Nazi movement. So far he has been completely unsuccessful.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

in line for the
jiesires to stay in Chicago

d
the new arrival in Chicago, apparently is

spot in the’ local organization if" he
r '

He appears 'to be well trained in ROCKWELL’S tactics,
stated.

b6
b7C
b7D

- 3 -



CG 157-3

| |
is another recent arrival from national

headquarters at< Arlington, Virginia*.
I

[/inli'-jCdiittid •

former membership in the Communist Party tGP-l 'for a period of
approximately fourteen months on the West C&ast. He has
suggested to . ROCKWELL that .he be allowed to join some local
Communist movement' to enable him . to submit regular reports
concerning the .Communist, activities in the Chicago area.

1 seated that ROCKWELL made known
“

]
a: member

stated
Jand[that intention to_

_

formerly associated with National Headquarters at
who Is npw assigned to the" Chicago ,unit.

The above is submitted for ^fche information of this
and disseminated files. 1

'

'
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ONE LASALLE STREET

CHICAGO 2, ILLINOIS

Congressman A. Powell: New York
Congressional Office Building
Washington, D. C.

Congressman Powell:

You are right and the Congressmen opposing your
expenses are wrong. The expenses of Reconstruction II
should be paid by our Imperial Government in Washington,
D. C. The' expenses of Reconstruction I were paid entirely
by the Sovereign States and the cost of fun and fornication.
of the Reconstruction I ’’legislators" bankrupted the

,

Sovereign States.

If our commissars in Washington want a Recon-
struction II, the Soviet of the democratic Republic should
bankrupt itself paying for it, not the Sovereign States. •

Constructively,

OV/H:ih Oscar Wyclif Harman

cc: To other Representatives,
Senators and Others



iNStlT^TE^

* FOR
S3 1 POLITICS

.ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEP^kiS UNCLASSIFIED
DAT^K-21-2010 BY 6 0 3 2 2 /UC / LRP / 3T.P/ETG

'
1

J

March 2£,. 1963 p; O. Box 1785

Chicago 90. Illinois

U.Ss.A.

\

\

Commissar

•J. Edgar Hoover

Federal Bureaia of Investigation

Washington, D. C.
t

Dear Commissar
r

I refer your attention to page I4.X of the Truth Seeker

of March, 1963, lower, left column. Your participation

in starting World War II involvement of the USA is

stated quite clearly. I always knew 'that you were a

Jew-loving bastard, and now it is coming out at last!

Well, that is all past history.
\

The future belongs to we Whitemen, and not your type

of mongrel. It is -too bad we never met during World

War II, when you were persecuting old la'dies and

loyal Germans.

You seemsto be getting old ... are you tired of
I

your role as shabbez-goy number one 7

The recent Ijetter by my friend, Mr. Harman, is enclose^

>1 .
think that this 1 enough said for now*.,

As ever.

I am beginning the re-education of your agentHiere in

Chicago ... Marlin Johnson. He will be receiving the'

besttmaterial I can personally produci
x ^

SEARCH.

APR2 1963
!

5BI—CHICAGO



OPTlONAt't^OKrvi lU

55PH04' ite

•^Lni\ UNITED STATES GO^IRNMENT

Memorandum

ALL IIJFOBflATIOIJ CONTAINED

HEREIN i^pHCLASSIFIEB
DATE 04-^T2010 BY 60322/UC/LP.P/STP/ETG

to : SAC, Chicago

rom : Director, FBI

subject: MAL NELSEN;
INSTITUTE FOR BIOPOLITICS;
OSCAR WYCLIF HARMAN

date: 4u/ 1./63

Enclosed for your information is a copy of a letter

dated March 25th from Mai Nelsen of the ""Institute for Biopolitics. **

Accompanying this letter was a letter from Oscar Wyclif Harman
to Congressman Adam Clayton Powell a copy of which is also pro-

vided for your information. Bufiles reflect that Maynard Orlando

Nelsen and the ""Institute for Biopolitics"* are subjects of Chicago

file 157-34. Harman is listed as a supporter of the American Nazi

Party and Harman is the subject of Chicago file 157-3. Letter

from Nelsen was not acknowledged for obvious reasons. The "Truth

Seeker" is an anti-Semitic, anti-Negro publication.



0-9 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via Airtel

I
SAC, Chicago (105-5587)

Director, FBI (100-351528)

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN
RACIAL -MATTERS

ALL ImFOKHATIOh CONTAINED

HEREI^S UNCLASSIFIED

DATE ^Kl-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRI

SAC

ASAC

CO
Date: 4/2j^SST CC

STENO SOP
vt or code

)

Q C-^l

C-#2

4

C-#5

i J C-#6

J C-#7

j S-^l

J »2
" J/-#3

k
/S-#4
MS45
J S-#6

Reurairtel 3/27/63 captioned as abovetkhd'J^Ei
Bulet to your office 4/1/63 captioned "Mai NelsenMblt^^e
for Biopolitics; Oscar Wyclif Harman.".

. . .
Bureau Has no objection to your instituting

inquiries in a most, discreet manner to ascertain the
possibilities of having Nelsen committed because of hismental instability. You must insure, however, that any
inquiries along this line are in a most discreet manner.

Furnish the Bureau information concerning
your progress , in this matter.

I

This matter must receive prompt and I j
expeditious attention. 1 1

Sent Via
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Transmit the following ia

.

Airtel

ML INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEKE^fcs UNCLASSIFIED
MT£^P-21~2010 BY 60322 /UC / LRP / STP/ETC

m sac
^

FBI H ASAC

S
ee
3ASST CC

n STENO SOP
CType in plain text or code) c-#i

D C-#

2

(Priority orMethod of Mailin&lS C~tj-3

, £]_£-_#_4__

C-#5
To: SAC, Chicago (105-5587) C-#6

I I C-tt7
From: Director, FBI (100-351528)

j—I
s_^

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN
j=J

RACIAL MATTERS

Li S-#6
Reurairtel 3/27/63, and Bureau airtel 4/2/63.

Advise the Bureau what progress you have made
in your inquiries concerning the possibility of having
Nelsen committed because of his mental instability.

As indicated in Bureau airtel, this matter
musty receive prompt and expeditious attention.

SEARCHED DEXID

..MmSERIALIZED ^...^FILED ituuik/kiiS

APR 12.1963
„ FBI—CHICAGO ,



Realpolitical

Institute
P. O. Box 1785 - Chicago 90, Illinois

Date: April 8, 1963

From: Max Nelsen

To: Sterling (RED) C, Quinlan

Roi JEWS

Subject: .JEWS AHD NIGGERS

ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE III IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-21-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETO

Administrative Staff

^Eustace Mullins . . . Director

Max Nelsen .... Manager
4x'/

Edward Fields . . . Supervisor

Matt Koehl Leader

^Charles Kelly .... Adjutant

/) s

Dear ’Red* ...

I see by the local kike newspapers that yon are interested in

improving ’race relations’ in Chicago.

I want to begin by making a short analysis of onr contemporary

American society:
t

Upper Class .... Jews

Middle Class .... Those who worship Jews

Lower Class .... Those who a re insane

Needless to say, I am insane 0 Of course, many others are insane

also. It is obvious that you are a member of the ’Middle Class',

but with some re-education, you could easily become a member of

the 'Lower Class’ 0 I understand you are a Whiteman of Irish

descent, even though you are classified as a ’shabez-goy' «,

^Three of the five men listed on this letterhead- are of Irish

descent. Why not visit the local Nazi Party Hq. at 21214. N,

Damen and meet other 'real' Irish boys-? Why not come back to

your own people TODAY? After all, the kikes' days are numbered
j

so why bet on * a dead horse*? ^ A XnpLts*
WHITEMAN AWAKE— THE HOUR IS LATE Hf/H1
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AIL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN LjgjtoCLASSIFIED

‘DATE 04-IHoiO BY 60322/Ue/ERP/STP/ETG.

UNITED STATES. GOVERNMENT'

.^SAC , JCHICAGO (105-5587) date: 6/17/63

’ SA- ROBERT J. DOLAN

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN
RACIAL MATTERS

F$r the information of this file it is
noted that durfng the .course Of investigation of
another matter in which captioned individuaL—wasL

During the' course of contact with ]
|

it: was ascertainedl-that she is- a neighbor and an
acquaintance -of cautioned individual and' his wife and
1$. in a position to be aware of certain of the activitiep
of MAX NELSEN.

I ( voluntarily offered to . .
.

cooperate with this Bureau in any way possible relative
to such activities

.

'
• . Above is provided for the information of this

file and for .future reference. It is noted that I I

j
stated she could be contacted when necessary' by

telephone. . . .

‘
.

-

tr

tr'



ALL informat:

-HEREIN IS

DATE -04-28-2

CONTAINED - -

3IFIED

0 Br -60322/UC / LB.F/STPJETG

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-351528) 6/27/63

<y/:
‘ "

SAC, CHICAGO (105-5587)

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN, aka. '

I

RACIAL MATTERS -

,
Re Bureau alrtel to Chicago dated 4/11/63 'and

Chicago letters to Director dated 4/9/6$ and 5/13/63.. ;

On June 25, 1963, thefollowing individuals
previously identified in re Chicago communications were contacted
by SAs ROBERT J. DOLAN and LELAND G. RICHIE relative to
any new information possibly developed concerning captioned
subject: ‘

.
,

be
hlC
blD

MARK ORLICK
Chief -of Police *.

Hoffman Estate^, Illinois

b6 •

b7C
b7D

Above individuals advised that nothing ‘has come
to their; -attention which would in any why assist in the- possible
commitment of captioned individual. However, each reiterated
past assurances that any information of value coming to their
attention Will be immediately furnished to the FBI.

i *

2L - Bureau (RM)
'- Chicago

>: LJP



CG 105-5587

In .view of the fact that he additional investigation
is. to he had regarding captioned subject at this .

time, this
matters is being placed in a closed status , however, as I
have previously noted, I have again emphasized the necessity
of remaining alert regarding NELSgk's activities at. all. ,

times in spite of the fact that this matter is not. under
active Investigation. % have, insisted that all information •

be carefully evaluated immediately upon receipt and.that '
-

anything, which may possibly facilitate NELSEN’s commitment
will be immediately brought to my attention.

An administrative tickler has-been set Up to
fdlow this matter. .

•
.



t*W'

.ALL IWFOEHATIOH COBTAINED -

' 'HEREI^KS'DHCLAS^IFIED
-DATE ’^021-2010 .BY 60^22/JJC/

- t * .

536 South Clark Street
% Chicago, Illinois

August 12, ,1963

This is to acknowledge receipt o£'
|

f regarding Maynard Nelsen»
ioffman Estates, Roselle, Illinois.

forgan

' Tour interest in. bringing this matter to the:
attention of this office isindeed appreciated. Should
yOu at any time in the fixture come into possession of
information which you feel would foe of assistance to the
Federal Bureau .of Investigation do hot hesitate to contact
this office. *

Yours very truly

M. Wi. JOHpHSON.
Special j%ent in Charge

.

,
Sear£hed

'
* -Serialized,
Indexed ^ ::

105-CG-5587-104, section 2, FDPS page 107



ML INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IjablCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-1 2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STF/ETG

OFFICE EMORANDUM ***DNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SAC. CHICAGO (105-5587)

SUPERVISOR JULIAN R. WALTERS

DATE•./0//&I&&

SUBJECT; MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN, Aka.
POTENTIAL BOMBING SUSPECT,
CHICAGO DIVISION

' Captioned individual Is designated as a potential
bombing suspect of this division. Cases concerning those so
Designated are currently . being reviewed for purposes ' of
verifying residence, employment', hours" of employment',
automobile description as well as ' to' make an iip to' date
determination regarding the retention of the subject on' the
potential bombing’ suspect list of this office. Captioned
subject is being assigned to you for the ' above described
purposes. In addition whenever in the future It ’ becomes
necessary to verify the whereabouts of this individual', such
verification will be your responsibility. ' An alternate
agent should be designated' to handle required' investigation
in your absence and/or to assist you where necessary.

It is requested that' the files regarding the""'
subject be fully reviewed and an up to date search of the
indices' be made .

' Where current background information
is not available, such' background should be developed
as 'quickly as possible. This background' information '

should' include suspect "s residence, place of employfiidnt,
' ‘

hours of'employment , description of automobile and license
number, photograph^ .'handwriting specimen and 'suspect's
identification record.' A reliable heighborhoodr source

'

should 'be developed and Should be known to you and to the
alternate' agent assigned.' ‘ If It" is iridicat'edJthat the _

suspect may personally handle explosives" his identity'

-

^

.

Should be' fufnished f6 the Latent Fingerprint Section. ~

—

.

—

Ideh1^~fichtxcm~Division r aindZit snouict ae requested ~t'Ha_t_
he be listed in the single fingerprint explosives file.

RjDjdkz
(20)

/ I SFflgfiHFn JfiDEXED _SEARCHED™-——(INDEXED

.

SERIALIZED^!—-FILED __

OCT 1 0 196^
FBI—CHICAGO



Upon completion of th@ above review the results of
this investigation should toe set forth toy memorandum to <'

this file. Where it is determined "that the -suspect ’s

activities ho longer warrant his retention on 'the 'list of
potent ial:,bombing suspects of"this office, a' communication
should' be directed to the 'Bureau deleting him from such
designation. Where subject has been previously listed in
the single* fingerprint explosives file, appropriate
notification should be made to the Identification Division
regarding his deletion.

In cases where subject will be retained on this
list above ^described memorandum should report the results
of required investigation and should identify the alternate
agent who will assume the responsibility regarding the
suspect in your absence.

r

It is not necessary to maintain this file in a
pending status; however, upon completion an appropriate
tickler should be set to insure that place of residence and
employment, as well as description of suspect’s automobile
will be verified 'each six months.

i

A potential bombing suspect control file will
be opened on the basis of this memorandum so that appropriate
control may be had regarding additions to and deletions
from this list. It is requested that a copy of your-

__ \

closing memorandum toe desginated for -this- control file .
£ 2-V4J
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AL^gTFORMATIOI CONTAINED

HEI^p IS UNCLASSIFIED .

DATCTI4-21-2010 IT 60322/UC/LRF/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENTMEMORANDUM
TO : SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630) DATE: Ja/IB/63

FROM ; SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 11/14/63, there was received from
|

~1
(RAC)

,

who has furnished reliable information in the past, orally-
information concerning a meeting of

|

This information is retained as A)
|

~| having
beei reduced to written form and authenticated by the informant.

The written report is as follows:

b2
b7D

105-5587
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-14702

'

1 - 105-16529
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 - 105-14066
1 - 105-

JWT/JVR
(11 )



ML INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE III UNCLASSIFIED

DATE Of L—2010 BY 6Q322/UC/LRF/3TP/ETG

Chicago, Illinois
November 14 $ 1963

It was leanred that on
I | a meeting of

the
|

I in dhree of MAX NELSEN. was
held at

|
~~l

beginning at 8:30 PM. The speakers included NELSEN.
|

and!
|
who discussed the U.N. and the indictment

in Alabama of NSRP leaders. Also discussed were possibilities
of a race war in the United States . There were approximately 28
present at that meeting, including

I

I

l and
The meeting closed at about 10s 00 PM.

1





- OPTIONAL FORM’ NO. -.10

MAY:1962 EDITION 4
GSA GEN^REG. NO. 27^

UNITED STATES (^VERNMENT

1-L-L •JHFjjj&TIOir C-OJffAIMEfr :

'

.HEraiH
;
^jOTCLA'S5 iFiED- ' . :: ,'v,

;Mti 'o'flP- 2 CttO' BY tQ32a/Ut/LRP?STPjTTC-'

^SAD^GHIGAGO. (105-5587) date:
. 12/31/63

from- : - SA BBLYGE S> PLESNER

srajEGii; MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSON, aka.,

^racial .MATTERS

- Remymemp . November 29, 1;96.3., captioned a,s al?py^,.

\ ^dV/ihefl- tha^k
MAX NELSON- Who resides, a’t~ 114 Morgan- Lane, Hofjirian Estates

,

.dri-vpis ~A,1C9iS.0.-or:.

:

-Te^ EAlp'oit .auip%pttf^ 1963-
. ,

Illinois license number, 462-196., ;
.*

- ,
* «

..
[

|,stated that Mr, IbjLSbN ciaitob -An .

PbnyepsAtaon^ That de ..owns .his-, oWh business' apd' that it Ijas.

t.p/idb.,wifE. l.a*bdr/;rbn.t in the Ghicagp- ;8be
;
:/siAtpd;-.

/

. that’ ShS’doubts' -'if his- wife "bf 'ibe
exact locat ionr pi. MAX k place, 'of employment.V' .*' \ : ‘

- Concerning Mrs. NELSON. I*

~
'

Stated1 that
she has* had .a numbeh.ei cpnversatjtpns:-^ NELSON ;

„ , atad; MrS .NELSC>N' has .indicated
•,
that mheV.^a#. bprhv hnd* : J /

.inviiavniiA Was- '/•

GeijmAny after the the pccn|)a-t;ipn’ of

Mrs.. NELSON: appears Veil <• educated!
:n vSi,y i'ikeable person.- ' ; She/ does not.

,

;.ab:petcr tp possesb. the anti-rSemitip atilinie .'-Which.' *-Mr *.. : -

‘

-Nj^S0N'’apV^ilr^
<
'4o>

' haVe\. / • .*.•»*• :* . * 1 *•;

/-.'*_/ According to. |
tlie. NELSONs' go .to * -

‘

* Iowa pcbasionaily’ to visit. Mr. NELSQN ’ s mother^ *- '

;

- - „

""
*

' •>: ‘ \ '

.

'
.

‘

x " i*’' ^
'

'V. / -"a ’

;

‘

V In. view of the. fact that this: \cpkp.ieteV the */

investigation necessary, in thi^mase at thiS'.tiVe,-. i't. -is-

being placed in a closed status. \ ; ,

ESP imps
t SEARCHED. LINDEX£D

_FILt0_
•.TOW

’I-St—CHICAGO
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v. BE;, ; MAYNARD ORLAKDO NELSEN

of ||^aP,liS,,Minnesota;
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O^'lONAL FOR/? NO. 10

5«p-104 ^
UNITED STATES GOvS||RmENT

1 Memorandum
SAC, Chicago (105-5587) date: 1/14/64

Director, FBI (100-351528)

MAYNARD ORLANDO NEL3EN
RACIAL MATTERS

Reurairtel 3/27/63, Bulet 4/2/63 and your letter

Enclosed for your information are two true copies
of a letter from subject to "Attorney General Commissar,
Bobby Kennedy, Justice Dept., Washington, D. C. ," dated
January 6, 1964. In line with previous .attempt by your

' office to look into the possibility of having Nelsen committed
to a mental institution, you should see that his present
letter is brought to the attention of appropriate authorities.

In view of content of his present letter, f?ou
should reopen the case on Nelsen, develop current information
concerning him and furnish an appropriate letterhead memorandum
about his present activities. Insure that the local office of
the U. S, Secret Service is furnished a copy of the letterhead
memorandum.

subject:

5/13/63.

ALL imEHATIOH C OBTAINED

HEKEI^K UTICLASSIFIEIT’

DATE 04^1-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

Enclosures (2)

V\os-^s
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ALL HffOKMATION CONTAINED

HERE^MS UNCLASSIFIED
DATEm-21-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

OFFICE MEMORANDUM MUNITED STATES dOYERNMENT

FROM

SAC, CHICAGO (157=3

:

SA JOHN W0 TOEDT

DATE:

SUBJECT? AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On January 3, 1964 s |

reliable information in the past;., furais
concerning meeting of |

~

This report whien is filed as aJ~
follows;

!) who has furnished
a written report.'

I is as

=14907
=13900
=15426
=62
=9116
=10244
=12296
=158
=5587
=4630
=16529

JWT; dkss

SEARCHED.

SERIALIZED;

E: i i 1264
FBI— CHICAGO



All INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEEEI^j UNCLASSIFIED
DATE SR2-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETI

The meetxue besran at about 8s 00

l&Kft irt»iil5T=5

I
_

|t© the offlees of
the States Attorney at 26th and California to file charges
against the landlord of the building located at 2001 West
Irving Park Road, Chicago . It
to brin

.
e charges on a burglary

or Jgobbery warrant. He advised the group that when he had
explained things to someone at the States Attorney* s Office
he had then been turned over to two attorneys, who were said
to have identified themselves
or members of their staffis.

and that they
robbery to him and then advised that

be better off, forgetting it
checking and had been advis
belongings back, all they w

legal action

that the
d have t«

ained the laws regarding
actions of the landlord
al attitude

|

on, but thax he would
tly had done some
rty could get their
© is sign for them.

wo concerning ler r3

It© the other
it wing groups.

e xe
d fo
Rieh



would try to set up a meetlug
|

|and MAX KELSON to
get things rolling,. It had been decided to start with MAX
NELSON for several reasons * I

|for the following reasons, outside tne
anp, max nelson and his NSRP group in Chicago were about the
best known that could ’be © ©unted ©as for any positive action*
NELSON also was rather well regarded by various members of
the ANP locally, at least one member of the NSRP ~| ___
was also a member of the local Chicago ANP' organisation! NELSO
spoke very favorably of Commander ROCKWELL, and though they did
have their differences sometimes voiced, rather strongly by
ROCKWELL, NELSON gave the impression that he had a great deal
of respect for Commander ROCKWELL,

After deciding on this course of action, the .group
broke up completely. It was then about 11; 00 p,m.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

^ fk HEREIN iJfccLASSIFIEB
DATE 04-^*2010 BY 6032 2/UC /LRP / STP/ETG

OFFICE MEMORANDUM ^##UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TQ s SAC, CHICAGO (157-3) DATE: X/

FROM : SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

1 - 105-4630 (NSRP)

JWTsdtes

fsearched.

A



ML I

HEEE I

DATE

Meeting toegasi at about 8 gQQ
resent at that time wereii

m C2000 hours

There was no formal meeting at such, the group held
nothing more than a discussion which covered a wide range of
things

After!
|
arrived , there was some

discussion about
| land the furniture that belonged

to the party. This had been confiscated by the landlord of the
building at Irving and Damen where the Party had an office for a

nder lock and key in another building. I

e

been made to get|
but there seemed to be a wide
his getting to the City.

EEjass na
2> sign for the Party belongings
of things that prevented

After t
er returning the

for their transportation.
They were

On the way there

I NELSON and some friends of his, evidently from NSRP, had
carried a little further the discussions that NELSON f I

had already had. These men, NELSON and his NSRP associates had
figured a way where the two groups NSRP and ANP could work
together without either one of them losing their identity, or
having to subordinate themselves to the other.

and that
it would nave

MAX NELSON
but that

je sometime after
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HERE3?ffl 15 IWia,ASSIFim~'-.:
,,>’-r 1- -1/ Q .

'date QWfe2r201p BY-
' 6Q3 £ 2/T5C/IRP /STP /E»TG .%']

FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

305 PM CST URGENT 2/25/64 JLS

TO DIRECTOR (100-351528)

FBOM CHICAGO (105-5587) 3P

\ MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN, RACIAL MATTERS,

RE BUREAU LETTER, JANUARY FOURTEEN LAST.

I Iadvised

|
NELSEN STATED TO I ..

HE DESIRED A SEVERE BEATING RESULTING IN HOSPITALIZATION OF
SEVERAL WEEKS ADMINISTERED TO FORMER CO-WORKER. NELSEN EXPLAINED V
HE HAD UP TO ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS TO PAY FOR THIS AND WOULD ALSO

'

PROVIDE FOR PERPETRATOR TO GET OUT OF TOWN. HE ALLEGED THAT THE 7,
INTENDED VICTIM STOLE SEVERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS FROM FORMER EMPLOYER-
WHERE BOTH HE AND NELSEN EMPLOYED AND IS NOW ATTEMPTING TO ATTRIBUTE! 7
THEFT to NELSEN AND THREE OTHERS. HE IDENTIFIED VICTIM ONLY AS
A QUOTE JEW ENQUOTE NOW EMPLOYED IN SIMILAR BUSINESS AS NELSEN. PAREN:'
DAY LABOR RENTAL ENPAREN IN VICINITY CICERO AND MADISON AVENUE,
CHICAGO. NELSEN STATED VICTIM. 8U0IE HAS BEEN TALKING ENQUOTE »
IRS AND STATES ATTORNEY, CHICAGO AND HE DESMES HIM HOSPITALIZED. .

END PAGE ONE

^45 Searched

Serialized

indexed^.

/Heel •
.

-

' M:~2



(105 -5587 )

HE STATED HE WAS SURE SOME MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN NAZI PARTY WOULD

HAS CONTACTED IN THIS REGARD. AT SAME TIME POINTED OUT THAT BEATIl

WAS AGREED UPON BETWEEN HE AND THREE OTHERS, ABOVE, SOME WEEKS

AGO AND NELSEN WAS TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS; HOWEVER, BECAUSE HE HAS

BEEN SLOW MAKING SUCH ARRANGEMENTS THE OTHERS CURRENTLY ARE ALSO

ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE SOMEONE TO PERFORM THE ACT. NELSEN STATED

HE WOULD ATTEMPT TODAY TO CONTACT THOSE INDIVIDUALS TO

DISCONTINUE AND THAT HE WOULD TAKE CARE OF IT.

CONTACT NELSEN TODAY RELATIVE TO MEETING BETWEEN NELSEN AND I

TO PERFECT ARRANGEMENTS. NELSEN ANXIOUS THAT BEATING TAKE PLACE

END PAGE TWO
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FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63)

Transmit the following in

„ TELETYPE
Via

I

AIL ^mEHATIOW COHljilMED

heke^A unclassified
DATE 0^2-2010 BY 6b322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

FBI !

Date: 2/25/64 I

rt I

PLAIN TEXT \

(Type in plain text or code) '

URGENT I

(Priority) i

L

TO : DIRECTOR (100-351528)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (105-5587)

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN, RACIAL MATTERS.

RE BUREAU LETTER, JANUARY FOURTEEN LAST.

ADVISED

NELSEN STATED TO

HE DESIRED A SEVERE BEATING R£SULTJli& IN
M6SP,irAL)ZATldh) Of SEVERAL ^
^ADMINISTERED TO FORMER CO-WORKER. NELSEN EXPLAINED HE

HAD UP TO ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS TO PAY FOR THIS AND WOULD

ALSO PROVIDE FOR PERPETRATOR TO GET OUT OF TOWN. HE

ALLEGED THAT THE INTENDED VICTIM STOLE SEVERAL THOUSAND

DOLLARS FROM FORMER EMPLOYER WHERE BOTH HE AND NELSEN

EMPLOYED AND IS NOW ATTEMPTING TO ATTRIBUTE THEFT TO NELSEN

AND OTHERS. HE IDENTIFIED VICTIM ONLY AS A QUOTE

JEW ENQUOTE NOW EMPLOYED IN SIMILAR BUSINESS AS NELSEN

PAREN DAY LABOR RENTAL ENPAREN IN VICINITY CICERO AND

MADISON AVENUE, CHICAGO. NELSEN STATED VICTIM QUOTE

\/ HAS BEEN TALKING ENQUOTE TO IRS AND STATES ATTORNEY, .
,

I <«
Serialized^.,^7 -ZL
Indexed

^
Indexed.

Filed

h2
b7D



FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority)

PAGE TWO

(105-5587)

CHICAGO AND HE DESIRES HIM HOSPITALIZED. HE STATED HE

WAS SURE SOME MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN NAZI PARTY WOULD

BE ABLE AND INTERESTED IN THE JOB AND ASKED

TO SUGGEST SUCH A PERSON.

AS ABLE AND NELSEN AGREED.

AT NELSENV S INSTRUCTIONS CONTACTED

DETERMINED HE DESIROUS OF TAKING THE' JOB. NELSEN HAS

HAS CONTACTED IN

THIS REGARD. AT SAME TIME POINTED OUT THAT WAS

AGREED UPON* BETWEEN HE AND THREE OTHERS, ABOVE, SOME WEEKS

AGO AND NELSEN WAS TO MAKE ARRANGEMENTS,- HOWEVER, BECAUSE

HE HAS BEEN SLOW MAKING SUCH ARRANGEMENTS THE OTHERS

CURRENTLY ARE ALSO ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE SOMEONE TO PERFORM

THE ACT. NELSEN STATED HE WOULD ATTEMPT TODAY TO CONTACT

THOSE INDIVIDUALS TO DISCONTINUE AND THAT HE WOULD TAKE

CARE OF IT. CONTACT NELSEN TODAY RELATIVE

TO MEETING BETWEEN NELSEN AND TO PERFECT

Approved: .M Per

Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

v * ** -*
F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in .

(Type in plain text or code

)

(Priority or Method of Mailing

)

PAGE THREE

(105- 5587 )

ARRANGEMENTS. NELSEN ANXIOUS THAT BEATING TAKE PLACE

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. ABOVE INFORMATION^CONF IDENTIALLY

FURNISHED TODAY TO FORMER BUREAU AGENT

CHIEF INVESTIGATOR, STATES ATTORNEY’S OFFICE, CHICAGO,

FOR APPROPRIATE ACTION AS VICTIM ALLEGEDLY IN CONTACT

WITH STATES ATTORNEY’S OFFICE. NO FURTHER DISSEMINATION

CAN BE MADE WITHOUT COMPROMISING THIS. MATTER

WILL BE FOLLOWED CLOSELY PARTICULARLY AS TO ANY POSSIBILITIES

OF PROSECUTION OF NELSEN AND BUREAU KEPT ADVISED.

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge



FBI CHICAGO

FBI WASH DC

0BSERB 2/26/64 IHC

TO CHICAGO <105-5587)

FROM DIRECTOR (100-351528)

jALL'liWRM.TIOI- COBTAIMED :

" HERE DU 15 UNCLASSIFIED
*

» ,

Di^TE 04-22-2010 BY 60322/UC/lRP/3TE^

SMJ„-

'SUM®

Its.
n -

n G-#*-

n c-*5
,

G
n c-*T

O
rv^
O'5

'*

. 'Wl

MAYNARD ORLANDO N EL SEN# RACIAL MATTERS

REURTEL FEBRUARY TWENTY-FIVE# SIXTYFOUR.
"

CONTACT INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE (IRS) DISCREETLY TO

ASCERTAIN POSSIBLE IDENTITY OF VICTIM. IF VICTIM FURNISHING

INFORMATION CONCERNING FEDERAL OFFENSE TO IRS OR IS A- WITNESS

IN A FEDERAL CASE# ACTIVITY OF NELSEN AND UNKNOWN SUBJECTS

MAY CONSTITUTE VIOLATION OF CONSPIRACY# OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

AND VIOLATION OF VICTIM'S CIVIL RIGHTS UNDER TITLE EIGHTEEN

SECTION TWO FOUR ONE. FOLLOW THIS MATTER CLOSELY WITH

AND KEEP BUREAU ADVISED. BE CAUTIOUS THAT INFORMATION BEING

FURNISHED TO IS NOT A PLAN TO EXPOSE

CORRECTION TOP LINE SHD READ 305 PM 'URGENT

CG JLS

FBI CHICAGO

&

\;o f-

J.. J-iL'ES .

'

/f
.....

J FBiprQHlCAQO A



'UNITED STATES GO}

SAC*.(10^5^7)

meg ':
'

1

SA- ,<J. M.. T0ED3?

subject: -
'

' MAYNARD- NELSEN
•

'•*
• ; EM •

JMENT'

ML INFCBStTI ON C0HTAI1ED ~ -

HEPEIIJ "JHblCLMSIflED .

BATE. .04-22-2010 BY 6b322f/Ue/LRP/STP/ET0



ALL II'IFOBHATIOH COHTAIHED

HEBEIl^jk TIJICLAS3IFIED
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO ; SAC, CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM ; SA JOHN W. TOEDT

DATE;

SUBJECT; AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 11/12/63 it was received from
|
(RAC) , who

has furnished reliable information in the past , a writ
concerning a meeting of the White American League held
This report is retained in A1 [and is as follows;
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ALL IHFOmriOI COHTAIHED

HEKEDI ^pjTCLASSIFIED
DATE 04^2-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

November, 196l3
Chicago, Illinois

This meeting of the White American League is the
first known meeting this organization has had, to the knowledge
of the writer. It is an organization that was established by

I I with the assistance of various other members of the
Chicago Headquarters of the American Nazi Party (AMP) , including

and
| |

It is -t-d^operate

DO
b7C

as a front group organisation for the ANP in Chicago, and as the
name tends to imply is a racist organization, the main plea of the
organization to those it is trying to attract as members being
the preservations of long established white residential neighborhoods
in the City of Chicago, A number of pamphlets had been passed
out by members of the ANP prior to this meeting. These contained
a small paragraph or two concerning WAL and a request for people
to join the organization and assist it in its struggle, or attempt,
to combat the open housing law passed by the Chicago City Council
under Mayor DALEY, It requested people to, ,!join the local|
chapter in your neighborhood.”

Such local chapters do not actually exist. Below the
section which was lined and had^places for some 30 some signatures
was Post Office box number. This box is located at the Main Post
Office, Chicago, and was formerly used by ANP's White Youth Corps,
or was a box used %y MAX NELSEN, who is associated with NSRP. The
operation of the WAL was to be conducted by members of the Chicago
Headquarters of the ANP from the apartment at 1808 West Warner
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. There was the possibility that should
the organization begin to show signs of definite success in being
established that some of the persons joining might be asked to
assume the responsibilities of heading a local chapter in their
neighborhood. If this worked, then the organization would in
reality become a city-wide organization, with local neighborhood
chapters. The idea of "tiding the local or neighborhood chapter,
line in the very beginning was to create the feeling that the -

aforementioned goal had already been reached and that the
organization was then a city^wide organization. ...

The first meeting took place in the YWCA at 5711 South
Ashland Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,!

|

This is located in the Woodlawn District of Chicago and a
snort; time prior to that had been the scene of racial disturbances

« 1



of some duration when several Negro families moved into what had been
a long established white residential area of many years standing.
It was for the very reason that the area had begun a period of
transition, and that there was a good deal of tension, that this
area was chosen for the first public meeting. It was felt that'
only persons that were feeling the effects of the Open Occupancy
Law could in all honesty be receptive to the pleas, or to the
ideals, of the White American League, that in sections of Chicago
where such an occurrence had not taken place, the people living
there could not understand or grasp the ideals of the WAL

.

According to information learned frnm \

at 5711 South Ashland.
|

Irental of YWCA

I _ I puxxaxng. This particular building,
according to its construction and. •design , was evidently either a
garage, or an automobile sales outlet previously. No swimming
pool facilities, or lodging facilities were noted, and it appeared
to be devoted primarily to off the street. vi-H pg
to I

I I me | | the "Y~
is 5700 South, the distance is about 12 miles .

I

”Y” about 7s 00 PM butl
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A film was shown which was taken someplace in the
southern part of the United States, in which the main speaker spoke
against integration in any form. There was no violence in this
speech, the speaker advocated a complete separation of the races,
Negro and white. He also had a periodical printed setting forth
his arguments, and it was explained after the film was over that
these could he purchased from those conducting the meeting or that
orders would be taken. The price asked was $1.00 over the price
stamped on the booklet, and it was explained that the additional,
dollar was to be used to conduct other meetings of this type,
including the expense of supplying movies, other literature which
could be passed out free of charge, and the charge of renting a
place where the meeting could be held.

be
gave a short address to the people in which he b7c

cited instances where nations or civiliations had fallen because
of race mixing, claiming that the Roman Empire was one such point
in history, and that Puerto Rico was another. He also claimed that
the leaders - a great many if not all - of the integration movement
had definite Communist associations, and some were known or believed
to be members of the Communist Party. He also made the point that
the entire integration movement had a great deal of communis t

backing right from the start. To back this up a paper was passed
around which bore a photograph of MARTIN LUTHER KING and several
other persons seated in large rooms, apparently taking notes, or
listening to a lecture. The caption identified KING and several
others, and named some of them as known communists, and identified
the place where the picture was taken as being a CP graining school
in the United States. In addition a number copies of the ,!paily
Worker” were passed out, the theme of the issue involved being it*1*

complete support of the Freedom March, and some articles told of
what a success this was to be. This issue was dated about. August
25, 1963, some three days before the Freedom March occurred.

3 ^



j
| made a very short talk, in which he

brought up the emancipation Proclamation of the late President
ABRAHAM LINCOLN. | 1 informed the group that there are
31 highly important words in that document, in which LINCOLN
advocates the transportation of all Negroes: *in the United
States back to Africa or some other suitable country, where
they could establish their own country, and government.

The second film that was shown was ’’Operation Abolitipn”

.

The film had Just reached one of its high points when a group of
uniformed police officers of the Chicago Police Depaetment entered
the room. They had entered from the street *- or front - door of
the building, crossed through a small office space and into the
large central room where the group was sitting. They were headed
by a young man who appeared to be about 30 years of age, 6’ - 6’ 2”

in height, well 'built*., Jet black hair, and sharp handsome features.
He was in civilian dress, and appeared to be in charge. Another
man, a tall appearing Negro, also in civilian dress, remained in
the office section of the ”Y” and both of these men were said to
be detectives by one of the persons attending the meeting who lived
in the area.

The younger man l?on$ueted the questioning of thas e present
and checked identification1 of those who did not live in the area,
and questioned them as to what they were doing there if they were
not residents of the area. He referred to thenflrebel rousers, and
informed them that they had better not hold any' further meetings
in that area.

All persons present with the exception of f
I were Immediately released.

|_

62nd and Racine Avenue,
to Property.

was' taken to the police station at
Chicago, and charged with Criminal Damage

]
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ALL I1IF0RHATI0N COHTAIHED

HEPEIIJ ^fclCLASSIFIED
DATE Q4-^P2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STF/ET&

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO i SAC* CHICAGO (157-3)

FROM s SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUSJECTs AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On December 2 » 1963 , (RAC) , who has furnished reliable
information in the past, orally furnished information obtained during b2

a visit to ANP headmiartarfs December 1, 1963. This information is
b7D

retained as A]
| j

having been reduced to written form.
The written report reads as follows;

13 - Chicago
2, „ I

1 - 105-1390o|
1 - 105-14907
1 - 157-158

1 - 105-15426
1,- 105-14702

CI~P' 105-5587 (MAX NELSEN]
1 - 157-117 (PAN)
1 - 157-6^o
l - 105- *

(Ml)
1 - 105~1S5§9|
1 _ 105-4630 .

JWTsbab
(13)



ALL IHFOFJjAffION CONTAINED

HEREIN I^pCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-22-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

Chicago , I llinois
December 2 , 1963

On the evening of December 1, 1963, headquarters of the

membership in the ANP and FAN for mailing to the Arlington, Virginia
ANP headquarters for retention. It was noted that one of the ANP-'

applications was in the name of MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN.

The place was completely messed up with papers, etc.

to hold the White American League meeting a month ago.

and apparently hasn't returned. Those present hoped he would keep his
court date in Chicago.

During the evening
is‘ a member of the National States Rights Party.

It was obse:
1963 Illinois License

drove an auto bearing

1 -



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

> MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106-05

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

AfL ..IIIFOP^TION COHTAIHED

HEREIN I!^«CLASSIFIED
DATE 04-2?2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

TO

FROM

SAC, CHICAGO (105-5587) date: 2/24/64

SA BRYCE S. PLESNER

subject: MAX NELSON
IS - c

On February 6, 1964,
vised that NELSON has a second car which is
two door Comet.

ad-
a 1952

She pointed out that she and her husband
le 1964 license number on

144.

.

She also advised that
he has

had recently learned that
NELSON’S other car is AK
NELSON recently indicated that he has a labor rental
business located at 603 Madison Street. She pointed
out that this information was learned in conversation
with NELSON at a New Year’s Eve party, at which time
NELSON indicated that he had been indicted on two pre-
vious occasions.
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F§I CHICAGO
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D™ 04-^-^01L

lit 54 PM CST
.
URGENT 2-28-64 AAA

TO: DIRECTOR (100-351528)

FROM: CHICAGO (105-5587) 2P

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN, RACIAL MATTERS

RE BUREAU TEL FEBRUARY TWENTY SIX,. LAST.

IN SUBSEQUENT CONTACT WITH NELSEN,

IWAS FURNISHED IDENTY OF INTENDED VICTIM

AS ONE
|

"| AND THAT NELSEN WAS ACTING FOR HIS

BOSS IN MAKING ARRANGEMENTS FOR BEATING. NELSEN CURRENTLY

EMPLOYED BY

HE^P IS inrCLASSl-FIEI) '"
-

'

.

-•*$

DAtE 0-4-22-2010 BY 60322VUC/LRP?&TFj
- dlks-.

'AA'^-A

* .
-> * v*-. t\

'-Yff

& fM
.

'
* .\jia38

BY WHOM INTENDED VICTIM WAS PREVIOUSLY EMPLOYED.

DISCREET INQUIRY OF IRS REVEALED PREVIOUSLY

CONTACTED USA,. CHICAGO, RE THREATS MADE AGAINST HIM BY

AUSA PLACED UNDER SUBPOENA FOR GRAND JURY

FOR PROTECTIVE REASONS AND REFERRED HIM TO IRS AS HE APPEARED

TQ POSSESS INFO ReI PERTINENT TO IRS. APPEARANCE

BEFORE GRAND JURY CONTINUED INDEFINITELY WHEN

COOPERATIVE WITH IRS.
[]

BY IRS, CHICAGO, THOUGH

WITNESS BY IRS.

JCURRENTLY UNDER INVESTIGATION

1 NOT AS YET CONSIDERED POTENTIAL

i^w
Ah-ftAB,

V , <v\» v >! &•

X'S

'MP;m
s'4*Vg!

o'

r

A „ > < V)
1

** A-

A

'M-z

CORRECTION FOURTH LINE SEVENTH WORD SHOULD READ IDENTITY

REPEAR IDENTITY
/OS .r,

x'x
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-PAGE TWO

NELSEN ARRAGEMENTS CALLED OFF BECAUSE OF

ALARM OVER OPERATION WHICH NELSEN REFUSED TO DISCUSS WITH

TONIGHT AND SO INFORM HIM.

FULL DETAILS CONFIDENTIALLY FURNISHED TODAY TO

FORMER SA CHIEF INVESTIGATOR, STATES ATTORNEYS

OFFICE, CHICAGO. INFORMANTION CONTAINED IN BU FILES.

INFO DISCREETLY OBTAINED IRS, CHICAGO, Re| IwHO WAS

INTRODUCED TO ONLY AS

PAREN PHONETIC ENPAREN PLUS INFO RECEIVED FROM

THAT HE HAD OBSERVED

1
NELSEN IN CONVERSATION LATE THIS

PR INSTANT DATE,. TENDS TO CONFIRM INFORMATION FURNISHED

IRS DISCREETLY ALERTED TO FACT THAT MAY BE IN DANGE|^;
:
‘.;

r

i)§;b7c^

IRS ADVISED IN SUCH MANNER AS TO PROJECT SOURCE.

MATTER WILL BE CLOSELY FOLLOWED -AND BUREAU;K|

.CORRECTION PLS . ELEVENTH, LINE F0URTH:^MDf)Sl!i«|

WA LLD

FBI WASH DC
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Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

F B I

Date:

-PLAIN -TEXT

2/28/64

Via

(Type in plain text or code

)

URGENT
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

-L.

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-351528)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (105-5587)

MAYNARD ORLANDO' NELSEN, RACIAL MATTERS

RE BUREAU TEL FEBRUARY TWENTY SIX, LAST.

IN SUBSEQUENT CONTACT WITH NELSEN,

AS ONE

S FURNISHED IDENTITY OF INTENDED VICTIM

ua^nmnwwitrm
AND THAT NELSEN WAS ACTING FOR HIS

BOSS IN MAKiNG ARRANGEMENTS FOR BEATING. NELSEN CURRENTLY

PREVIOUSLYDISCREET INQUIRY OF IRS REVEALED

CONTACTED USA, CHICAGO, RE THREATS MADE AGAINST HIM BY

IUNDER SUBPOENA FOR GRAND JURYAUSA PLACED

FOR PROTECTIVE REASONS AND REFERRED HIM TO IRS AS HE APPEARED

PERTINENT TO IRS. APPEARANCETO POSSESS INFO RE

BEFORE GRAND JURY CONTINUED INDEFINITELY WHEN

COOPERATIVE WITH IRS. CURRENTLY UNDER INVESTIGATION

BY IRS, CHICAGO, THOUGH

WITNESS BY IRS.

JWT : jmn
1

EMPLOYED BY

BY WHOM INTENDED VICTIM WAS PREVIOUSLY EMPLOYED.

BIOT AS YET CONSIDERED POTENTIAL

X

Searched.

Serialised.

Indexed,

pled
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Date:
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(Priority or Method of Mailing)

PAGE TWO

NELSEN ARRANGEMENTS CALLED OFF BECAUSE OF

ALARM OVER OPERATION WHICH NELSEN REFUSED TO DISCUSS WITH

[

TONIGHT. AND SO INFORM HIM. \

FULL DETAILS CONFIDENTIALLY FURNISHED TODAY TO

FORMER SA CHIEF INVESTIGATOR, STATES ATTORNEYS

OFFICE, CHICAGO. INFORMATION CONTAINED IN BU FILES.

INFO DISCREETLY OBTAINED IRS , CHICAGO, RE

INTRODUCED TO

|WHO WAS

ONLY AS

PM I]

PAREN PHONETIC ENDPAREN PLUS INFO RECEIVED FROM

THAT HE HAD OBSERVED
|

AND NELSEN IN CONVERSATION LATE THIS
/srJoQ TO <2 OAtp//ZA'f fflt'£e>&AtATtGAJ T-M/SA/SSt/St

/^s c/eeerA y re> /-#er r/jA~r

JLsfft v/ /3 £ /AJ P&AA& /&£ /At

Suea/ MA a/a/P/2 Q $ y-0 P/lorecr sou&SE,

tp/cc. && &AOS&A-YFo eeo eo c~ £>

Approved: -M Per

Special Agent in Charge



ALL INFORM Oil CONTAINED

HEREIN l^pCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-2^2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

115 PM GST URGENT 2/29/64 JLS

TO DIRECTOR (100-351528)

FROM CHICAGO (105-5587) IP

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN, RACIAL MATTERS.

REMYTEL FEBRUARY TWENTYEIGHT LAST.

ADVISES THAT LAST PM INSTRUCTIONS

BY NELSEN THAT ARRANGEMENTS FOR BEATING OF CALLED

CONTACT HAD BY

INFORMATION WITHOUT QUESTION AND NO FURTHER

NELSEN.

ANTICIPATING ANY FURTHER OVERTURES BY NELSEN

RE BEATING AND CONSIDERS INCIDENT CLOSED.

WA MSL

FBI WASH DC

$et
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,
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'SAC a CHICAGO (105—5587) -DATE • 3/12/64

FROM sA ROBERT j. DQIM

subject: MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN
.

. "racial Matters

On March. 9,1964., -JOHN OtCONNEEL;* -Chief of Po-Mcey . Hoffinaii i
'

Estates >
_

Illinois,, was Contacted by SAs ROBERT J;, JDOLAN andj |
*

fregarding paptipned i^diYidual, Chipt O’CONNEIJj st&jbed
of that date. no infbrmgtiipn of Jiaji .-poipp-rtp; a^te&i^L^rL ** <%; *' ,v

regarding NELSEN.; however-, hp, would continue to remain alprt v
such :and would futnisli -this -Bureau ,wit;h-:.any ;da.ta coming tfajfleifgk t?&‘

’

- \
’

the attention pf that department .; •/
:

-
'

.

' *
*

„
’•

, . The above is- provided for- the information of the f ile,:,

R3D: dkz

^ r *" -

V *? f \ VH--

- /f>;A 'T**'*

l> lv /ria^hHiCAGP*



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEPlAS UNCLASSIFIED r A
DATE ^P22~2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES DEr UiTJTENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREVU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago j, Illinois

2A v/

6

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN

On February 28, 1964, a confidential source advised
that Maynard O. Nelsen resides at 114 Morgan Lane, Hoffman
Estates, Illinois*

On February 28, 1964, a second confidential source
advised that Nelsen is currently employed by United Labor
Services, 360 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois.

On Octpber 27, 1963*the:_seeia&d:ahd'-a- third -source
advised the Chicago Office of the FBI that from 8:30 PM
to 11:30 PM, Saturday, October 26, 1963, a meeting held
in the name of Institute for Biopolitics was conducted
in the Lincoln Room of the Teutonia Club, 3730 North Clark
Street, Chicago, Illinois, Max Nelsen acted’ as chairman
of the meeting and approximately 30 persons were in attendance.
This meeting, according to the sources, was called by Nelsen
for the purpose of discussing the plight' of eight members
of the National States Rights Party who were indicted in
September, 1963, by a Federal Grand Jury at Birmingham,
Alabama, on charges

.
growing out of attempts to interfere

with court-ordered racial desegregation in' Birmingham public
schools. At the conclusion of the above meeting a collection
was taken up for the benefit of the indicted' National' States
Rights Party members bift no further action was decided on.

It is noted that the second confidential source
referred to above advised; on June 19, 1962; that during the
course of a similar meeting held on June 16,

'
1962',' called

by Nelsen under the name National States Rights Party, Nelsen"
delivered a 45 minute introductory talk regarding . the Institute'"
of Biopolitics. He described the organization 'as' one established
to help prevent racial suicide by the white race and"to help
the white race to continue to exist without' being "swallowed
up" by the bind? masses. Nelsen stated at the time that' the '

.

purpose, in calling the meeting on' June 16, 1962, wa£ to explain
the above and to acquaint the people with the situation today.
Source stated Nelsen identified himself as the 'Illinois
Representative of thb National States Rights Party. a

Searched.

Serialized

l-'.dexedj.

Filed
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• MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN

On October 28, 1963, the third confidential source
identified above advised that the Institute for Biopolities
is, from all appearances, a "one man organization" formed by
Max Nelsen to provide him with a "platform" from which he can
publicly express his personal views.

In connection with: above described meeting held on
October 26, 1963, a fourth confidential source advised that
'during the course of Max Nelsen 's appearance: at this meeting,
Nelsen charged in his talk on several occasions that "talk
about anything you want. Talk about fluoridation, and I will
come back to the Jew. Talk about ; taxes, and I will come back
to the Jew. Talk about integration and I will come back to
the Jew."

Nelsen said during a brief question and. answer
period that members of the National States Rights Party and
associated organizations should infiltrate both the Democratic
and Republican Parties during the next election campaign and
constantly talk of Jews in either party and. their control of
of the country and of politics. He does not want, source said
according to Nelsen's line of talk, any particular candidate
voted into office. Nelsen said "I want the white man to hit
rock bottom. You can't talk to him now. Make him go all the
way down the hill. When he wakes up some morning and finds
nothing but Niggers on one side and nothing but Jews oh the
other side and he has his back to the wall, then and only then
will be fight".

Source added that at the beginning of Nelsen1 s’ talk
he mentioned that he knew George Lincoln Rockwell arid that
they had exchanged ideas. Nelsen stated he reg^ded Rockwell
very highly. He also advised that Rockwell 'had 'done' alot of
good for the white man in his fight and that" the

'
propaganda

and activities Rockwell and his party engaged in, have done
a tremendous amount of good for the white man.

The. fourth confidential source advised on January 3,

1964, that at approximately that time Nelsen was" in contact
with representatives of the American Nazi Party at Chicago,
Illinois. Regarding the possible consolidation' of right wing
activities in the Chicago area. Nelsen was known to' be' in
agreement with the American Nazi Party's proposed plan’ to'

attempt the consolidation of the right wing on projects looking
to a concentrated effort, especially in coming elections.

2



MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN

The United States Department of Justice, Washington,
D.C,, has received the following letter dated January 6, 1964,
signed by one ’’Max Nelsen" a This letter bears the heading
"Institute for BiQpolitics" and the return address "P.O. Box
1785, Chicago 90, Illinois, U.S.A.”

’’INSTITUTE
'

FOR
BIOPOLITICS

”P 0 O. Box 1785
Chicago 90, Illinois
U.S.A.

”January 6, 1964

’’Attorney General Commissar
Bobby Kennedy
Justice Bepto
Washington, D.C*

’’Dear *Bobby-0*

:

’’Well, now that the shooting is over I want to
convey my very personal condolences to you and your
entire anti-White, Jew-worshipping, nigger-loving
family,

VReally, we of the ’radioal right* lost the best-
possible whipping-boy, when your brother was shot by
one <*f your own Marxist types, a real Trotsky nut.

”1 have recently read JFK, THE. MAN AND THE MYTH
by Victor Lasky. This book is a fitting monument "to

your phony brother . • • the assassination makes for a
rather bizarre ending to the entire farce. Imagine,
the illiterate son of a multi-millionare becoming
President of the United States l This is too much!
As the sen of a poor, White, factory worker and CIO
organizaer, who never stole a penny, I personally
enjoy the misfortunes of the rich. I enjoyed the
death Qf Rockefeller’s son in New Guinea (I was there
during World War II), and I also enjoyed the Dallas
Shooting it is good to see the rich suffer and
die 'just, as the poor* ... this is ’real brotherhood’

l

”1 look forward to reading the front pages of the
local newspapers re: that Jimmy Hoffa has personally
beaten you to within an inch of your life,

"Happy Hate,

’’Max Nelsen”

— S -



MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN

Oq April 14, 1961, a fifth confidential source advised

that Maynard Orlando Nelsen holds Post Office Box 1785, Chicago SO

Illinois, under the naroe Real Political Institute.

The third confidential source, previously mentioned,

advised on February 7, 1964, that Max Nelsen was in attendance

at a meeting on February 6, 1964, held under the name of the

National States Rights Party in Chicago, Illinois.

On April 4, 1955, a sixth confidential source advised

Real Political institute was started by Maynard Orlando Nelsen^

in approximately November, 1354, in Chicago, Illinois. Nelsen s

purpose was to create a new political party under the name
.

Real Political Institute,. This organization is anti~Commumst

,

anti-Semitic, apd favors' the white race.

Confidential sources familiar with the activities

of the American Nazi Party, the National States Rights Party,

and Racial Matters ip the Chicago, Illinois area were contacted

during March, 1964, regarding Maynard Orlando Nelsen. .These

informants adyfsed that they 'could furnish no current information

regarding the activities of Nelsen.



X. APPENDIX

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY OF THE WORLD UNION OF
FREE ENTERPRISE NATIONAL SOCIALISTS , ALSO
KNOWN AS THE GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL PARTY

A

In .his book ’This Time the World/* copyrighted in 1061;

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL’ identified himself as 0©BiaMer , American
Nazi* Party of the World Uni©a of Free Enterprise National Socialists
(ANP <= WUFEN8 ) , Arlington, Virginia®

The April 4, 1963, issue of ’’The Richmond News Leaders,”
_

a Richmond, Virginia, daily newspaper, reported that GEOROE LINCOLN
ROCKWELL had, on the previous day, again applied for the American
Nazi Party to be chartered in the State of Virginia, font this request .

was turned down by the Virginia State Corporation Commission® This
action was taken pursuant to an act of the 1962 Virginia Assembly
which prohibits the use of ,, K'aa£ rt or "National Socialism” in a

Virginia charter® This article further pointed out that ROCKWELL ’s

party is presently chartered in the State of Virginia as the George
Lincoln Rockwell Party®

On August 19, 1963, a source advise:
was organized toy GEORGE LINCOLN
Virginia, ©n February 26, *

movement based ©n the
added that ROCKWELL 1
party; that he is espousing a
Negroes; and that he is seeking,
literature and picketing, to esta
political party in the United States

hat the AKP-WU2TENS
residence in Arlington,

¥1National Socialist”

3

ROCKWELL at his
*959, as an International

Nazi Party headed toy Adolf Hitler . He
simant force and personality in this

.s «, “line” of hatred against the Jews and
eekime. through speeches, distribution of

h a cohesive and dominant
and In foreign countries ®

On December 13, 1963, this source advised that in about •

September, 1960, the ANP initiated the Fighting American Nationalists
(FAN) as a front group for the ANP although it has never been a

separate organization® He said the FAN name is merely used ©m occasion

instead of the ANP name and there are no separate officials for FAN,

the FAN officials being identical with the ANP officials . He stated

that GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL has informed him the-.FAN name was ©rigi- •

naHy used as a device to attract supporters to his organization who

might rebel at the use of the swastika and at toeing labeled as a Nazi.

He added that the ANP has operated under the FAN name through =>

out the country with the exception of a group operating under the FAN

name in Baltimore, Maryland® He said- the FAN group in Baltimore is

now, and always has been, a separate organization and not a part of

the ANP® up:

Am Or;-ton-ay £1 . 1963 - I |

|

advised
that the Baltimore FAN, which was organized in tne spring of 1961,

has no official connection with the ANP although until December, 1962,

it received all of its literature from GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL’S ANP®

APPENDIX S *
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According to the "Stormtrooper v s Manual," an official
publication of the ANP, the phases of ANP struggle for power are
fourfold, namely, first "to make ourselves known to the masses;”
second, ’’the dissemination of our program and the truth about the
Party;” third, "organising the people who have been converted to
.our propaganda ; " and fourth, "that attainment of power through
the votes of the newly“-won masses."

APPENDIX
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AMERICAN MSI PARTY
MIDWEST DIVISION, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

A source advised on November 14, 1960, that on that
date a meeting was held in Chicago, Illinois, for the purpose of
organizing a Chicago unit of the American Nazi Party (ANP) which
maintains headquarters « in Arlington, Virginia. . George Lincoln
Rockwell, National Commander, ANP, took charge of this meeting.

'

* - *

On May 22. 1962,

k
advised that the ANP in Chicago is’tp 5

%

, _ • it remains subject for final ahtEby^ty
on George Lincoln Rockwell and ANP National Headquarters

,

On January 15, 1963

,

,

advised that the Chicago headquarters of the ANP
conxroxrea •cne, activities of the organization in the States of
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin.

be
b7C

A second source advised on February 6, 1963, that as of
January 31, 1963, the Chicago unit of the ANP became known as the
Midwest Division, ANP.

The first source advised on June 3, 1963, that as of
,
that date the Midwest Division, ANP, vacated their headquarters

' which they had formerly maintained at 2124 North' Damon Avenue', Chicago,
Illinois, and' henceforth meetings of that organization would “be held
in the residences of the’ organization's members.

*

r -s

APPENDIX
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MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN

APPENDIX

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY ;
(NSRP)

Oil November 26, 1957, a source advised that the United
White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held in Knoxville,

Tennessee, on November 10, 1957 c An aritcle in the November 26

,

1957 issue of the ’'Greenville piedmont", a newspaper of Greenville,

South Carolina, reported ’’the recent formation of a new political
party to be known as the United White Party*” According to the

article, the party was formed at a recently held meeting in
Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many klaxismen were represented.
The UWP wag reported as being opposed to all "race mixing
organizations and individuals”

.

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt”, self-

described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the

National States Rights Party" (NSHP) ,
reported that rank and

file "States Righters” had merged with the UWP under "the

banner of the National States Rights Party,” with national
offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November , -1958, a source advised that the NSRP
is composed of past members of klan-type organizations and

notorious anti-Semites.

Issue Number 19, dated June, 1960, "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had been

chnaged from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office Box 783,

Birmingham, Alabama.

nn .Tune 17. 1960. a source advised that
lof the NSRP, is ine maivxaual

who "runs tbd NSRP.”

b6
b7C

"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles

attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.

This document'' contains neither recommendations nor

conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the

property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed

outside your agency.

APPENDIX
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ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED
• HEEEI|®P UNCLASSIFIED.

DATE m ^-2010 BY 60322 /UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVEBNMENT

MEMORANDUM

SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630) DATE: 2. j^(o/

k

L
}

FROM: SA ROBERT DOLAN

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 2/7/64,
|

who has furnished reliable
information in the past, furnished to SA ROBERT J. DOLAN
a report of a meeting of the National States Rights Party .

at Chicago, Illinois j on 2/6/64. The original of this
information is located in Aj

I

Birmingham (Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS)
Milwaukee (RM)
1 -I

1 -
Chicago ,

1 - 105-
XT)- 105-5587

if - 157-62
1 - 105-
1 - 105-
1 t 105-11500
1 - 105-11667
1 - 157=158
1 - 105-9110
1 - 105-16529
1 - 105-15592
1 - 105-14702
1 - 157-264
1 - 105-
1 - 105-

1 - 105-

1 - 105-14907

[MAYNARD O. NELSEN)

RJD: ljf
(22)

years oj

approximately | |

- 0-3P74
SEARCHED. -INDEXED

SERIALIZEDD~p^1

R-STfi 1FEBITS 1964
FBI—CHICAGO



ALL IHFOEHA.™™ CONTAINED

HERE III IS TJ^PlSSIFTED
DATE 04-22-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

February 7, 1964
Chicago, Illinois

A mooting was called under the name of the National

States Rights Party at Chicago, Illinois, at

approximately 8; 15 p„es. on February 1964^ The meeting was

chaired by one It was held at the Europa

House ) 2125 West Rose©© Street . This is a neighborhood type

tavern which has public meeting halls they rent.

Rased on the conversation and happenings at this

meeting it

| of the N8RP in Chicago.

The only speaker of the evening other than

who made announcements, was

discussed

the necessity of reactivation of the NSRP in Chicago and

placed emphasis need for consolidating the right-wing

in Chicago. Also he stressed the need to establish a branch

of the NSRP in Chicago 0 The talk for the most part was the

"same old thing’* heard so often at meetings of this type.

About @9 persons were present at this meeting

including the following:

4
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*

H
T

MddXe^aged
]
approximately and

All present wer© obviously net members of the NSRP

since a certain portion of the evening was spent in soliciting

memberships as well as in attempting to secure subscriptions

for "The Thunderbolt” the MSEF’s paper.

Ho change for attendance at the meeting was made nor

were tickets required. A collection was taken by Nelsen although

the amount received is unknown. St was learned that paid

the charges for the rental of the' hall.

evening though the gathering was peaceful and no incidents took

place.

b6
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SAG, CHICAGO (105^5587) date: 3/iO/64

FROM- 8A JOHN W 4 ;ax5EDT

subject;
MAX. -NELSEN >

RAGlAfj MATTERS?

,** dn vFtebruaty ;6
?

. 1964.. I
rwho has .furnished .

laforiiiatiSfr in'the- pas^] I
'

; ! 1

'MAX NEIiSEN that, date that
NELSEN is employed by: /United; Labor Service^ .Ineo^pQrated,' .

360 'North Clarh Street., . Telephone Number 3,21-1383*:; According
to the source this firm; also, maintains, an office at: 605 West

'

Madi&bn, Street^ Chicago
, , . . V :

-
*

.

'

1/ i
' The ;abbyei is. f^or infiOrmhtion;. ’ ‘

,
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ML INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE IN^^U!C LAS 5 1 FIED

DATE 0-^K-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMEM1

MEMORANDUM DATE; V

TO s SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630)

FROM; SA JOHN W e TOEDT

SUBJ; NSRP
RACIAL MATTERS

| |
who has furnished reliable information

in the past p furnished on February 13., 1964, a written report
concerning a meeting of the NSRP held February 6, 1964, at
Chicago o This report is filed as A)

| l
and is as follows:

2 - Birmingham (RM)
(1 -

1 = Milwaukee (RM)

20 - Chicago
(1 - Af

105-Desdex

105-16622)
105-5587)
105-
157-3)
157-62)
105-9116)
105-14907)
105=9110)
105-11500)
105=11667)
105-15592)
157-158)
105=16529)
105=13900)
105-15426)
105=12296)

(NSRP)
(EDWARD FIELDS)

b6
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—
1
age

ai iso jvhkv meermpf
1964. i

• y

(MAX NELSEN)

JWTibls
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ALL IHFOmATION C OBTAINED

HEREIN ^pjIICLASSIFIED
DATE 04^2-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

Address by NSRP,
Roscoe Street, Chicago, Illinois

At Club Europa, 2151 West
, Thursday, 6, February, :1964.

of the National. States Rights Party '

(NSRP) was seneauled to give a speech at the Club Europa,
located at 2151 West Roscoe Street, Chicago, Illinois, on the
evening of Thrusday, February 6, 1964. The talk was scheduled
to begin at about 8:00 PM.

The group attending began gathering at about 7:00 PM,
These early arrivals consisted mainly of persons with an active
interest, or an apparently active interest, in the organisation
sponsoring the talk, or other right wing groups.

b6
b7C

The talk was to be given in a hall rented for that
purpose, the hall being located at the rear of a tavern in the
building at 2151 Roscoe, It is a German type of establishment
with a bar, and food prepared German as well as American style.
As the group began arriving in increasing numbers the expression
on the face of at least one of the bartenders would tend to show
that there appeared to be some unhappiness among those directly
with the establishment about the assemblage.

Known members of the NSRP attending included;

,

] with him was a young man appearing to be in his early
twenties, ruddy complected, reddish colored hair cut in a crew

'

cut, wearing glasses, rimmed, and a rather sharp prominent nose,
is about 5*10" and appears to weigh about 150 to 160 pounds.

one of those that was indicted in one of the southern states
I for passing out literature at an integration

meeting or for aiding in segregationist activities. He was
introduced by

| | but did not make any speech,
I I was the third person at the sneakers table.

He
He is
withf

b6
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He was
] MAX NELSEN

was also present. He did not take an active part in. the proceedings,
howev er. He sat in the audience, but is believed to helped
get the hall ready earlier in the evening, arranging the hanging

t
tables, etcetera, and is

since the latter arrived
beliedof party flags, setting up o:

to have been in contact with
in' Chicago. There were several other persons present that have
been seen attending' various right' wing meetings in Chicago,
reference here is to other NSRP meetings and the Pro-America
Forum . However

.

' their'names were not known. | |

|was also present. (Spelling is phonetic)

Present also were a number of members of the Chicago
Chapter of the ANP which had turned out almost in force for

1 -
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I

1 speech.,. This included, f

ana[
associated with hoth the AMP and the NSRP,
Wh©, were, not present gere f

notified, and
_

was also present, and is

^ Membersof the AMP
who' had hot been

the two last namedFeh
were working during the hours that the talk was given.

There were a. total of some 65 persons present. Ages
ran from individuals - in particular >}young men - who appeared to
be in their late teens or early twenties., to persons in their,
60 7 s and possibly older. About the largest age group represented
appeared to be from the middle 30's to late 40’s, although
there was a large age spread represented ,

• this did appear to be
the main age group. In division by sexes » male "attendance

'

appeared to have a slight edge, one of the things "that helped,
this was none of the members “of ' the AMP were accompanied by «

women companions. A number of other men did appear to 'be with’
their wives, or in the company of ^omen. There were no children
present.

b6
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There were ho incidents during the course of the evening*
although one was narrowly missed. A young man, possibly middle
or late twenties, was noticed sitting in front of the speakers
table, apparently staring rather hard at|

|
The seating

arrangement was set with long tables with cnairs, so that
persons attending could have beer with them ' in the hall and wotild
be able to have someplace to put an ashtray.

i*his young man fell under the attention off
of the AMP and one

.

to have some affiliation with both organizations. £
1 who appears

C

[

not seem to care for the way he was staring at
-They—W*— -

able tj produce one. This bore the signature of
was then asked about it, and on hearing the man’s”name

seemed to recall the name, and advised that he had sent'“the" man
'

an invitation because the young man had called him and asked
-

for
one. I I then questioned the man as to'how 'long
he had been associated with the’MSRP of any other right wiiig

'

organization. He got a littie confused in his story, and ws^s
unable to satisfy his questioners. He was asked* to leave the'hall

be
bic

after
| Jhad been asked his opinion and had okayed 'his

removal, s The man in question evidently attempted 'to rely' on. his
invitation keeping him in the room, and stated that he '

planned

"

to remain. I l has a pair of black leather gloves 'that he*'
wears in the winter time, and these appear ~to

-
be' ordipafy -gloves"'

"

that can be “ purchased anywhere ,
* they dojnot Vappeaf “to ’have had any

weights of other devices “adiied to and' pfobably' hav^ 'not^
""'" i

put one of these gloves on, ana placed his fist close to the

“ 2 *=*
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young man's face, "Do you leave now, quietly, or do we take you .

outside, later on." The. man left, with
| [

escorting him to the door of" the hall. He kept repeating tp them,
"You wait 'til next time.. Wait until the next time."

Earlier one plainclothes policeman, and at least two
uniformed police officers were noted outside the building-.

I I who appeared to know one of them advised] thpy
were there to keep peace and maintain order. • He told] f

that they were there to keep out any "Jew troublemakers that might
want to start, a fight , or any Nigger lovers .

!’

address bvf
The meeting began shortly after 8;

0

0 PM with a short
in which he introduced!

|talked for a period of about 30 to 45 minutes.
talk was well received by those present.

His

In his talk he told of his arrest and. arraignment for
segregationist activities in the South. - He also advised the
group that some investigation had satisfied him and others that
there was a good deal of railroading involved in their being
arraigned. One of the things he advised investigation had
brought out was that the Deputy Foreman of the Jury handing down
die indictment was also one of the officials of the . National >"

Conference of Christians and Jews for that area. He went on
to explain to the audience. He intended to contact his attorney
the following day and request him to file a motion for an immediate
trial. There bad. been several delays in the trial,, continuances .

being granted to the prosecution. He felt quite certain that this
was being done on orders direct from Washington, D.C. , and he
seemed of the opinion that they came from the White House. ' His
reason for this is that he was quite certain that certain people
in high government positions would hot want him or pfhers
with him to take a witness stand and give testimony at "this time.
Such testimony, he said, might have an adverse ‘ effect on any
plans that President JOHNSON might have for his Civil “Rights
Bill, or for his running for the office President this year.
He felt quite certain that the government's plans called for the
case would be either dropped, or that through perjured
testimony he and others could draw prison sentences. In the
meantime the indictment was meant to act as a gag.

He also brought the death of President KENNEDY into
his talk. He informed the group. Within 30’minutes of the
assassination, two FBI Agents appeared at his door, and explained
tp him that they just wanted to see if he was ' in 'town. He also
brought in the fact that a good deal of the press given the death

b6
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of President KENNEDY tended to point the guilty finger
at the right wing, and in this he cited in particular an
article appearing in the current weeks fj&sue °f Life
Magazine. This article took an unflattering viewpoint of
the right wing naming several organizations . among which was
NSRP and included a photo of 5,

the
used this

to bring out a point.. Ever since tne deatn of the late President,
the right wing has been under constant fire' and harrassment,
and there are a number of persons that seem to blame the right
wing for the death of' the late President. stated,
"There is hardly any mention fhaf Lee Harvey Oswald was a Communist
that he was a member of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee. There
has been no investigation of the Communist Party in the United
States over this, no investigation of the Fair Play for Cuba
-Committee. The Communist Party has not come under fire. Instead
they blame the right wing, in an attempt to remove all suspicion
from the Communist Party, because such suspicion is Unpopular
and if any proof were developed it would prove embarrasing to
certain* members of our Government.” He pictured this as a
clever manuever by a Jew and communist controlled press to
throw the, shadow of blame on a completely innocent .group, and
one that would not condone such actions.

:b6
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During his speech he referred to the NSRP as the only
right wing organization that is in operation as a political organization,
and the only one that has appeared on any ballots. He mentioned
that during the last presidential campaign some 250,000 votes
had been cast for NSRP candidates, and that a great deal more
were expected during the coming election. To this end he
spoke of getting on the ballots in several various states within
the next two or three months time. He also spoke Of setting
up an office in the City of Chicago. He advised that fhis sbould
be done as soon as possible and that petitions should be" passed
for signatures with the idea of getting a candidate on the
ballott in this state. The Office he said should have one or *

two full time persons working in it. He also advised that a news-*
paper should be put together, also as fast as possible. He
explained that it did not have to be anything elaborate but that
something should be done of this sort on a local level so~ that
persons in the state of Illinois could- be kept informed of NSRP
activities from< a local level. No date was set fof any of this
activity to either begin or be completed.

I | also said in his speech that within days of .”' ‘

taking office President JOHNSON had invited to ~ his office nearly
every integration leader in the country, but not once had' He
invited one of the leaders of the right wing of a political
figure following the States Rights line such as Governor ROSS
BARNETT.

CO 4 -
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After he finished his talk,
|

(delivered a
short address. In this he seemed to attempt to exhort the group
to action, warning them that the alternative would he the
destruction of the white race, through a "forced breakdown iii

morals, intermarriage with Jews and Negroes.

MAX NELSEN passed a collection can -around the hall,
taking up money to help pay dr defray the expenses of the rental
of the hall.

,

*
.

After the talk ended a number of persons left
immediately, most remained talking in small groups, and
meeting| At about 10; 30 PM the group finally did
break up with nearly everyone leaving the hall with the exception
of those who remained to help clear up. *

.

be
b7C

be
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ALE IMflRHATI ON COHTAIHED

HEKEIl^P UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0^22-2010 BY 60322 /UC/LRP/STP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630) DATE: 3//7M

FROM: SA ROBERT J, DOLAN

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

On 2/7/64, | |
who has furnished reliable

information in the past, furnished to SA ROBERT J. DOLAN
an account of the meeting of the NSRP held at Chicago,
Illinois, on 2/6/64. The original of this information is
contained in Aj

Birmingham
Milwaukee (

1 -

1 -

Chicago
r.l - A]
1 105-

- 105-

(RM)

O. NELSEN'

— &s~$

SERIALIZED FILE0

MAtf if 1964m—CHfcAG

tf

tf



ALL IHFORHAnOH COBTAINED

HEREIN 15 ^p,ASSIFIED'
DATE 04-22^10 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

Chicago, illiaais
February 7, 1964

The Hatlona! States Eights Party CNSRP) at Chicago

held a meeting of that organisation at the Europa House,

2125 Vest Roscoe Street on February 6, 1984. The meeting

lasted from approximately 8s 15 t© 9:30 p.m*
|

who appears to hold a position of leadership in Chicago chaired

the meeting and introduced

spoke on the ’'same old story" pointing out

specifically that We. must "combat mengrjCllzation" and we must

"defeat Jewish money power control." also stated

that the "smear" had already started, indicating some article

appearing in the current issue of "£dfe" magazine « He also

said that the Halted States Department of Justice and the

federal Bureau of Investigation are out to destroy the right-wing.

Approximately 60 persons were present at this meeting

including the following:



1 first name is unknown, a

As a result, of the comments made at this meeting it

seemed apparent that there is now no NSRP activity in

existence in Chicago* This, as a matter of fact, was the

reason for the meeting , to ’’get the hall rolling” On starting

a HSRP unit in Chicago. Xt is the desire of that organization

to secure legitimate political standing; apparently they one

' day hope to swing the entire right-wing to their way Of -thinking

Ho admission Or ticket© were required however,. Maynard

Helsen took up a collection and from observation it seemed that

a lot of bills were received, however the total figure is

unknown.

’The Thunderbolt” the MSRP’® newspaper was on sale:
.

at the meeting. There was some soliciting of those present

to join the HSRP and some effort was made to secure subscribers

for ’’The Thunderbolt.”

- The Chicago Police ©apartment had representatives

present, both uniformed officers and mn in plain clothes.

However, no incidents of any kind developed and the entire

meeting went off in a peaceful manner.





ALL IHFOKHATIOH COBTAINED

HEPEIH IS UKASSIFIED
DATE O4-22^Pi0 BY 60322/UC./LRP/3TF./ETG

C© 105=4630

Chicago, Illinois;" Friday '3, January, 1064, Right Wing
Organizations], 'Atlantic 'Hotel TAP, 323 South La Salle
Street, Chicago, Illinois.

'An earlier Meeting had heen' held at the Fort Dearborn
Hotel , "La Salle and Van Bureh $

'Chicago Illinois reportedly
conducted by MAX HEL-SEST,” various members’ "of the

'
group”going"

‘

to the Atlantic Hotel Tap after the general Meeting broke up.
‘

These men formed some of the leadership of S'evefdl" of the right
wing organisations operating in' the 'Chicago1 area, or
represented them through membership.

HELPER ' attempted to keep the meeting chan Open and
a friendly level', and made, the remark,' "Let's 'face' it,"
everybody at this table is a 'Nazi. Right

"

Everyone there' seemed
to be in agreement"with this.' ' There was' some' general' sparring’.'
as to aims and means, the members ‘present 'openly appeared/to be
in agreement with the general line of thought. "When questioned
about some of the interests' 'a'pd' activities ”6$ 'the NSRP.' NELSEN
looked around the table 'with a' smile and said, "Oehtleraen the-
initials SJSRP actually stahd'for^ '’'National ' Socialist

"

Revolutionary Party®, ‘how’ the secret is out. That is what the
initial© actually stand for.”

be
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D
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who will spend 20
~

minutes to say something that nearly anyone else-could. add would
say in' 5 '

| lappeared ' to * lie conducting' -tfiis“meeting "and"
was mentioned asi"T

aiii

on' one or two <ft&^iGhs~and‘ referred'
'

to himself 'in this title. 'He ’ is one 'of these ' people who 'will, do
a lot of talking about a lot of action, but does not seem to be
able to get started on any action.

I lappeared to Have ^had a* fill of
eonfihubtis talking and repeating the same statements"'and ideas.
He got permission to make a full statement without any
interruption, and then addressed the group.

b6
hlC

.b6

b7C

”We are today in the same position that the American
Indian was in 100 years ago. We are fighting for the survival
of a way of life, and we are now doing it the same
stupid ‘way ' that ‘ the Indian did it, 'and 'he lost'. When” the “white
man was moving' west he kept say tag , ®A11 we want is for our wagons
to go through here, or all we want' is one more little piece of
ground for farm.® Before, long he was looking out over the
Pacific Ocean and 'the American Indian was living dh a reservation
under starvation conditions. The various tribes" tried to standi off
the white man alone and they were defeated one. by one. That is

- - -

what is happening to the white man today. There were more"than enough
Indians to stop the white man at the Mississippi ro the Missouri
Rivers if they had all banded together. If they had done this

'

they could have put up a skirmish line that would have run from
the Canadian Border to the Cilulf of Mexico. They didn*t because
they could not get over their individual differences and they
were wiped out. How the time has come for us to get over the

*

various differences in the various organizations of the so-called
Right Wing,

The so-called Right Wing has" enough power in its'
”

ranks, and'can ’attract enough "outside support to do anything’ it
sets out to do. As a 'solid operating unit working' in "coordination
it can do anything, as ' individual units it can' do" nothing. You b6
want t© know 'what ‘to do?' 1 ® 11 ‘ tell you 'what’to do I f

' b7c

We , here , all of us , have got to 'get' “together
,

" and' agree 'on one
~ '

important thing. As’Mr.. NELSEN has mentione'd’there is an election
coming in November, of ’1964, a big aiid an 'important.' ‘one-. -"Mr.
DALEY our ’Mayor would 'like "to" be "Vice "President b We can working
together select' a 'man,' already known' in politics, ‘preferably'a ‘'’man

al ready in office. Check' his record, ' If that record *shows “right
wing leanings, if he was against forced' open' occupancy,'.“forced"
integration, that is our man. We tell the various members of our

- 2 -
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organizations to support this ‘man, we'all work for this
mdh/ quietly, '‘"We‘ do this very quietly/ Not'as ANP or~NSRP or
Sifchites / because ""then" the guy will "never make it. ‘7We just"'
support Sim with' our votes. There' is enough p6wef*‘in" the right”

"

wf3g _ to'put”h35i in office. Another thing is for all" of the various
"organizations 'of the right wing ' towork in 'support "df’*'

i^ker i That
]

\ is ‘what you* will Have" to 'do to stay
protect this way.' of life ’that we ' are -fighting for.

Or else, in"30' years 'or so, we can wind up just like the
American Indian , on a reservation,"

J
'

”
;

|

rthat this was already ' been
discussed sometime before] asked

,

"Then
what the hell have you been xajLKing apout since then. "

'

^ J-

* There was"further .discussion" and
| | gave"'the

impression that' he was thinking’;of putting" the entire right
wing under one' head, "This met with some quiet' thought"

'

from all of those*"present, KELSEN
j

'

| exchanged glances

,

I
said / 1 I'let's' gdt one" thing straight ; 'I am

a member of the . American" "Naz
i

"Partjf and ‘so "are' 'these two"men sitting
. next to“me, and' we "afe Nazis today / tomorrow ‘and tenyears
from "now. We don't ‘want you %o haveanything’ to'do with the
ANP we' don't 'want' you as"a member,. we'"want you "to keep 'the

' ‘

hell away from the'ANP ahdwe&oh't want . anything to' do with the
NSRPas far as joining is‘ concerned

*

“'If we" do ' that*>e will
destroy " the ‘very thing that we'^are “wofking for/ '

’ The" ANP" :is ' known
throughput 'the country' as‘ the striking "i>f the'shodk" force "of the
fight wing/ "We are fhe“ones'"who""hol'd the pickets / and get
jailed/' We are "the only ones that can hold a'picket^that will .

draw: any attention; ‘The- NSSP is known as a' political'"and aii
information "organization," and we want it" left "that way . ‘That
is what we . are' talking about/" Cohsolidatirig the fight wing

' *

without destroying the various member organizations' identities,"

There was discussion in"this, these ideas seemed’ to meet b6
with the approval of everyone present; '

| Iment'idrt'ed ^hat'
‘ b7

there was to be a meeting of the Communist 'Party' forsorae reason
or another in Chicago on February 29/ 1964, and it was agreed
that this should’be' picketed,

‘

"It was 'further "agreed* that" "there
TOuld be no uhiform© and no ' Swastikas , and”" that” the banrier

s
~or

signs would be anti-commuhist only. It was “ fufthPr"agreed"‘that
the'ANP would actually run the picket .with other groups working
in support.

.
- 3 <=
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There was also some d iscussion about’ getting
rt fill - ' « I I- - . . ? ,ROCKWELL of the A$P and of the NSRP'together 'for a'

meeting ,, The idea being that some of their representatives
had been able to* get along* and' fha,t

,
if the* ideas of "their"

representatives'were to work that the'heads.'of’the various
’

organizations would"have to be able to" get along also,, The '

members present of the ANP' agreed’ 'to attempt *’t’d’"reach- ROCKWELL

,

wh'd was due in" Chicago towards the end of February. "ifELSEN
said that He would talk to I

_

l"ahd"tliat he felt' fairly
certain that he could get

j |
to agree to their plans*

The group moved to a nearby Pixley &' Ehlers"'Cafeteria
for coffee and then broke np. It was agreed to' meet at I

be
b7C

3
|
letting him out "about I

b6
b7C
b7D[ in’ the suburb, T

J advis'ih'g he had something to do first*
1:30 AM, January 4,

It was then about

.4



ALL IMFORMKOH CONTAINED -
.

HEREIN Isf^LASSIFIED
'

DATE 04-22-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/3TP/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM DATE:- Jj%jbH

TO : SAG, CHICAGO (105-4630)

FROM: SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJ: NSRP
RACIAL MATTERS

.On February 7 , 1964, there was received from
I
oral information concerning a meeting, of the

NSRP held February 6, 1964, at Chicago. This information b2
was included in a written report which has been au^henticated b7D

by the source and filed as A] f This source has -

furnished reliable information in the past. The written
report is as follows:

2 - Birmingham (RM)
(1 T
(1 -

2 - Milwaukee (RM)
(1 -
(1 -

17 - Chicago
(1 - A]_

(1 - 105-Desdex)

(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
n

(1 -
(i -
(1 -

105-14907)
157-62)
105-16529)
157-158)
105-15592)
105-9116)
105-14702)
105-
105-16622)
105-5587)
105-
105-11500)
105-11667)
157-3)

(NSRP)

be
b7C

lageT

b2
b7D

r -

atTenaea JNSKP meeting February 1964,

yijr s
MrCHEO -JiDLul.

• m-cHiCMv’fi

b2
bo
b7C
b7D

JWTsbls
(21)
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ALL DIFOEHATIOH CONTAINED -

HEKEI^fc UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 3P22-2O10 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

Chicago,, Illinois ’

February 7, 1964

On the evening of February. 6, 1964 ,
1 |

.

I l gave a speech at the
Club huropa. 2151 West Roscde Street. Chicago. ApproximaAaiy
55 to 60 persons were present for the speech.

| [ remarks
concerned National States Rights Party efforts to get on the
ballot in the coming elections ‘and to capture the unpledged b6

electoral vote. He stated that the NSRP needs all the help b7

available in accomplishing this and asked those present to
consider the possibility of opening an NSRP headquarters in
Chicago and to giving in that manner the needed support 1& '

Illinois. Nothing definite in this regard developed as a result
of the talk, but

| [
received a good response.

1

Among those present, the following were observed:

be
b7C

be
b7C
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

hekein^A unclassified"

DATE 0^7^-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRF/STF/ETG

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM DATE; 'j/ ) ?/& L
l

TO :
.
SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630)

FROM; SA JOHN W. TOEDT

SUBJ; NSRP
RACIAL MATTERS

| |
who has furnished reliable information

in the past, provided the writer on February 13, 1964, with. b 2
a written report concerning a meeting of the Pro-American b 7 D
Forum held February 7, 1964, at Chicago, This report is filed
as A|

|

and is as follows:

2 - Birmingham (RM) (1
<1 -

1 - Richmond (RM)
(1-

1 - Indianapolis (RM)
(1 -

13 Chicago
(1 - Af"
(1 - 105^

(1 - 157=
(1 - 157=
(1 - 105=
(1 - 157=
(1 - 105=
(1 - 105=
(1 - 105=

105=
105=

Tl - 105=

=3)

=158)
=13900)
=62)
=16529)
=1709)
=16449)
=16622)
=5587)
=15426)

JWT: bis

(mm>\

1 be

(GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL) b7

b2
b7D

(PRO-AMERICAN FORUM)

L



ALL IWFOMATIOIJ CONTAINED

HEREIN I^HC LAS 5 IFIED

DATE 04-2^2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

CG 105-4630

Meeting "of Pro-America Forum ' Ft. Dearborn Hotel, La Salle and
Van Buren, Chicago, Friday 7, February, 1964,

There were a total of some 65 to 70 persons at"this
meeting,' which * Had beg^'n about 7V30"PM^‘ 'This" is 'a weekly meeting
that takes place at the hotel, 'and at" this particular meeting

rwas a guest speaker.

MeMbers of the American Nazi Party (ANP1 nrrtc>d

attending were I I

~ '

NELSEN was not present. was. there,

^ ^ TOis particular group" was about evenly"divided ' as to
sexes , the predominant age group appeared to'be persons in’their
4(Fs'or possible early 50'*s.' There were' a number * of ‘ younger
persons there

, and quite a few quite elderly persons. There
were no children and no teen-agers were noted.

One of the sneakers of the night had been one ^
\
Governor ROSS BARNETT

„

According to
] I had o^ly _snQkerL_ b

!

for a period of about five minutes and in the words of
b

"Said more in those five minutes than the rest did in a total
of about two hours of talking.”

It appears that has some rather strong desires be
to get the NSRP established in Chicago in particular, and in the b7c
State of .Illinois* as soon as possible as a political organization.

After the end of the speeches a number of persons
grouped around I I and it was several minutes before
was able to introduce! ffco him. During their short
conversation!

|
asked where he was going next and I I

b

replied that he was leaving early sometime the next morning, b

Saturday, February 8 , 1964, for St. Louis. ‘1 |also asked
him for his off the record opinion, of Commander GEORGE"LINCOLN
ROCKWELL of the ANP.

|
said" that there was ho" official

communication between the two 'groups but that he was in touch with
Commander ROCKWELL. He also said that he felt that the two

- 1 -
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be
b7C

have' any "great success at this ’ time because~d£' the 'stigma attached
to the" symbol'^" He did hot" show any ~great "dislike for ROCKWELL
nor did he display any great admiration for him.

On " leaving the building [

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

picket until the day before
J He “had not been notified of the

Thursday, February 6, 1964.-—

I

j
J and that he felt

be
b7C
b7D

After leaving
following information.

off of work at about 12:30. He goes
to an all night tavern, and drinks until about 8:00 AM and
then he goes home and goes to sleep. 1*11 never hear from
him.”

They waited until about 2: 00 AM then called
home collect, and person to person. They got his mother out of
bed, and she informed them that he was not home. .

The two of them then drove to Melrose Park,- where they

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

f inally located

be
b7C

in an all night tavern.
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ML INFORMATION CONTAINED

EEBEWm S UIC LAS S I FIEJi - *

DATE^P22-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/]

< UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN

On February 28, 1964, a confidential source advised
that Maynard 0. Nelsep resides at 114 Morgan Lane, Hoffman
Estates

f Illinois.

Qn February 28, 1964, a second confidential source
advised that Nelsen is currently employed by United Labor
SQyvic.es, 360 North Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois,

Qn October 27, 1963, theuseebhdfahd ;athird-dource
advised the Chicago office of the' FBI that from 8;30 PM
to II : 30 PM, Saturday, October 26, 1963, a meeting held
in the name of Institute for Biopolitics "was conducted
in the Lincoln Room of the Teutonia Club, 3730 North Clark
Street, Chicago, Illinois. Mex Nelsen acted as chairman
of the meeting and approximately 30 persons were in attendance.
This meeting, according to the sources, was called by Nelsen
fpr the purpose of discussing the plight' of eight' members
of the National States Rights Party who were indicted in
September, 1963, by a Federal Grand Jury at Birmingham,
Alahama, on charges growing out of attempts to' interfere
With court-ordered racial desegregation in Birmingham public
schools. At the conclusion of the' above 'meeting a collection
was taken up for the benefit pf the indicted "Naiidnal ' States
Rights Party m®“ters but no further action Was decided on.

It is noted that the second confidential source
referred to abpve advised on June 19,1962; ' that ' during the
course of a similar mooting held on"June 16,1962, called
by Nelsen under the name National States Rights. Party, Sfelseh."

‘

delivered a 46 minute' introductdry talk regarding-the^Insfitute'

"

of Biopolitics. Re described the orgahizatic^''a^''bne“established

,

to help prevent racial suicide by 'the white race “and ‘ to help
the white race to continue to" exist"w'ithbut "being' ’'swallowed

UP” by the black masses. Nelsen stated at the time''that' the
purpose in calling the meeting on" June 16, 1962, was to explain
the above and to acquaint the people with the situation today.
Source stated Nelsen identified himself as the"Illinois
Representative of the Rational States Rights Party.

Searched si ..... -
.

Serialized

"
'' ?*-

indexed S7 jr
Filed ^yf
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Oft October 28, 1963, the third confidential source
identified above advised that the Institute for . Biopolitics
is, from pll appearances, a ’'one man organization” formed by
Max Nelsen to provide him with a "platfprm” from which he can
publicly express his personal views,

Jn connection with above described meeting held on
October 26, 1963, a fourth confidential source advised that
during the course of Max Nelsen *s appearance: at this meeting,
Nelsen charged ip his talk on several occasions that "talk
about anything you Want, Talk about fluoridation, and I will
come back to the Jew* Talk about taxes, and I will come back
to the Jew* Talk about integration and I will come back to
the Jew,”

Nelsen said during a brief question and. answer
period that members of the National States Rights Party and
associated organisations should infiltrate both the Democratic
and Republican Parties during the next election campaign and
constantly talk of Jews in either party and their control of
of the country and of politics. He does not want, source said
according to Nelsen*s line Qf talk, any particular candidate
voted into office, Nelsen said ”1 want the white man to hit
rock; bottom* YOU can*t talk to him now,

-

Make him* go all the
way down tho hill. When he wakes up some morning and finds
nothing but Niggers op one side and nothing but Jews oh the
other -

side apd he has his back to the wall, then and only then
will he fight”.

Source added that at the beginning of Nelsent s' talk
he mentioned that he knew George Lincoln Rockwell and that
they had exchanged ideas, Nelsen stated he regarded Rockwell
very highly. He also advised that 'Rockwell had 'done” alot of
good for the white man in his fight and' that* the 'propaganda
and activities Rockwell and his party engaged in, have done
a tremendous amount of good for the white man.

The. fourth confidential source advised* on January 3,
1964, that at approximately that time NOlseh was* "in contact
With representatives of the American Nazi Party at Chicago,

""

Illinois, Regarding the possible consolidation' of * right wing
activities in the Chicago area. Nelsen* was known to* be' in
agreement with the American Nazi Party* s proposed plan' to

* * *

attempt the consolidation of the* right wing oh projects* looking
to a concentrated effort, especially in coming elections.
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The United States Department of Justice, Washington,
D,C*, has received the following letter dated January 6, 1964,
sighed by one "Max Nelsen" • This letter bears the heading
"Institute |or BiopeiitiOs" and the return address "P o0, Box
17§§, Chicago 90, Illinois, u.s.Af"

" INSTITUTE
' "P e O. Box 1785

FQg Chicago 90, Illinois
BIOPOLITICS U.S^A.

"January 6, 1964

"Attorney General Commissar
Bobby Kennedy
justice pept«
Washington^ D.C.

"Dear ,
ppbbY’‘0

?
:

"Well | now that the shooting is over I want to
convey my very personal condolences to you and your
entire anti-white, iew-wprshipping, nigger-loving
family*

"Really, we of the *radioai right * lost the best-
possible whipping-boy. When your brother Was shot by
one ol your own Marxist types, a real Trotsky nut*

"I have recently read jfk, the man and the myth
by Victor- Lasky. This book is a fitting monument to
your phony brother • • • the assassination makes for a
rather bizarre ending to the entire farce. Imagine,

, the illiterate eon Of a multi-millionare becoming
President of the united States! This

7-
is. too much!

As the §cn of a poor, White, factory worker and CIO
organisae?

»

who never stele a penny, I personally
enjoy the misfortunes of the rich, I enjoyed the
death of Rockefeller Ts son in New Guinea (I was there
during World war ID , and I also enjoyed the Dallas
Shooting • • • it is good to see the rich suffer and
die just as the poor ,,, this is 'real brotherhood*

!

" I look forward to reading the front pages of the
local newspapers re; that Jimmy Hoffa has personally
beaten you to within an inch of your life,

"Happy Hate,

"Max Nelsen"

- 3 rf
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On April 14 , 1961, a fifth confidential source advised
that Maynard Orlando Relsen holds Post Office Box 1785, Chicago 90,

Illinois under the name Real Political Institute.

yh$. third confidential source, previously mentioned,
advised on February 7, 1964, that Max Nelsen was in attendance
at a meeting on February 6, 1964, held under the name of the
National States Rights Party in Qhicago, Illinois.

On April 4 , 1956, a sixth confidential source advised
Real Political Institute was Started by Maynard Orlando Nelsen
in approximately Rpvewber, 1954, in Chicago, Illinois. Nelsen*

s

purpose was t9 create a new political party under the name
Real Political Institute., This organization is anti-Communist,
anti-Semitic, and favors the white race.

Confidential sources familiar with the activities
of the American Nasi Party* the National States Rights Party,
and Racial Matters, in the Chicago, Illinois area were contacted
during March, 1964# regarding Maynard Orlando Nelsen. These
informants advised that they could furnish no current information
regarding the activities of Nelsen.



^ *

1. APPENDIX

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY OF THE WORLD UNION OF
FREE ENTERPRISE NATIONAL SOCIALISTS 9 ALSO
KNOWN AS THE GEOROE LINCOLN ROCKWELL PARTY

In his to©ok "This Time the World, n copyrighted in 1961,
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL’ identified Musself as Commander, American
Nazi Party of the World Union ©f Free Enterprise National Socialists
(ANP - WUFENS ) , Arlington, Virginia.

The April 4, 1963, issue of "The Richmond News Leaders/'
a Richmond, Virginia, daily newspaper, reported that GEORGE LINCOLN'

ROCKWELL had, on the previous day, again applied for the American
Nazi Party to be chartered in the State of Virginia, bust this request .

was turned down by the Virginia. State Corporation Commission. This
action was taken pursuant to an act of the 1962 Virginia Assembly
which prohibits the use of '‘Nasi" or "National Socialism" in a

Virginia charter. This article further pointed out that ROCKWELL f s

party is presently chartered in the State of Virginia as the George
Lincoln Rockwell Party.

On August 19, 3:9613, a source advised that the ANP-WUFENS
was organized toy GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL at his residence in Arlington,
Virginia, on February 26, 1959, as an international ''National Socialist"
movement based on the German Nazi Party headed by Adolf Hitler . He
added that ROCKWELL is the dominant force and personality in this
party? that he is espousing a "line" of hatred against the Jews and
Negroes? and that h© is seeking, through speeches, distribution of
literature and picketing, to establish a cohesive and dominant
political party in the United States and in foreign countries

.

On December 13, 1963, this source advised that in about
September, 196®, the ANP initiated the Fighting American Nationalists
(FAN) as a front group for the ANP although it has never been a

separate organization. He said the FAN name is merely used on occasion
instead of the ANP name and there are no separate officials for FAN,

the FAN officials toeing identical with the ANP officials. He stated
that GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL has informed him the--FAN name was origin •

nally used as a device to attract supporters to his organization who
might rebel at the use of the swastika and at toeing labeled as a Nazi.

He added that the ANP has operated under the FAN name through-
out the country with the exception of a group operating under the FAN
name in Baltimore, Maryland. He said the FAN group in Baltimore is

now., and always has been, a separate organization and not a part of

the ANP.

Qro October 3. 1963.1 I
the admitted b7c--

I

a^vj_s@d
that the Baltimore FAN, which was organized 3in xne sprang of 1961,

.

has no official connection with the ARP although until December, 1962,

it received all of its literature from GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL'S ANP.

APPENDIX g
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According to the "Stormtrooper "s Manual , " an official
publication' of the ANP, the phases of ANP struggle for power are
fourfold, namely,, first "to make ourselves known to the masses
second, ’’the dissemination of our program and the truth about the
Party 0,” third, "organising the people who have been converted to
.our propaganda;” and fourth, "that attainment of power through
the votes of the newly“-won masses .

n

APPENDIX
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AMERICAN NAZI PARTY
MIDWEST DIVISION, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

A source advised <?n November 14, 1960, that on that
date a meeting was held in Chicago, Illinois, for the purpose of
organizing a Chicago unit of the American Nazi Party (ANP) which
maintains headquarters- in Arlington, Virginia. George Lincoln
Rockwell, National Commander, ANP, took charge of this Meeting. '

On May 22, 1962, | 1

k
advised that the ANP in Chicago isj’vfep-

4

^
it remains subject for final au^Hb^ity

on George Lincoln Rockwell and ANP National Headquarters •
' "

-

On January 15, 1963,
|

|
advised that the Chicago headquarters of tlie ANP

controlled the activities of the organization in the States of
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin.

b6
b7C

A second source advised on February 6, 1963, that as of
January 31, 1963, the Chicago unit of the ANP became known as ti?e

Midwest Division, ANP.

The first source advised oh June 3, 1963, that hs Of
that rd,ate the Midwest Division,, ANP, "Vacated their headquarters
which, they had 'formerly maintained at , 2124 North Damon Avenue", Chicago,

‘ Illinois, and' henceforth meetings of that organization won-M“jS>e held
in the residences of the organization’s members.
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Oil November 26, 1957, a source advised that the United
White Party (UWP) Wa§ organized at a convention held in Knoxville,
Tennessee, on November 10, 1957, ; An aritcle in the November 26,
1957 issue of the ’’Greenville Piedmont”, a newspaper of Greenville,
South Qarolina, reported "the recent formation of a new political
party to be' known as the United White Party*” According to the
article, the party was formed at a recently held meeting in
Knoxville

t Tennessee, at which many klansraen were represented.
The UWP was reported as being opposed to all ’’race mixing
organizations an<* individuals”.

The July, 1958, issue of ’’The Thunderbolt”, self”
described as the ’’official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party” (NSRP) , reported that rank and
file ’’States Richters" had merged with the UWP under ’’the
banner Of the National states Rights Party,” with national
offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

Jn NPVPmbpr, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP
is composed of past members of klan-type organizations and
notorious anti-Semites

.

Issue Number 19, dated June, 1960, ’’The Thunderbolt”
announced the address Of the headquarters of the NSRP had been
chnaged from Jdffersonville , Indiana, to Post Office Box 783,
Birmingham, Alabama.

On June 17. 1960. a source advised that

who ’’runs the NSRP*”
Of the NSRP, is the individual

b6
b7C

"The Thunderbolt” continues to publish articles,
attaching Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.

This document contains neither recommendations nor ‘

conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the
property of the federal Bureau of Investigation ‘ and is loaned
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency*
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

105-5^87 qhipag9» Illinois

Title MA^ARP QRLAEDO NELSEN

.qftayaoter RACIAL BETTERS

^fSpence letterhead memorandum, dated and
captioned as above e

All. (eaqept any listed belww) whose identities
aye concealed in referenced' communication have furnished reliable
information on the past*

The fifth confidential squrce , v/hp holds a responsible
position.

This doenment contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the Ppi f It iS the Property Of the EJ3I and is loaned to
your a^encyil it and its contents are not to he distributed
outside' your agency.

,



ILL lUFOEHiTION COHTAIHED " '

HEiEafc OTCLAT^’rFiEff"
.

DATE "WF22-2019 Bf'B 0322/UC/IBP ,(STP7ETG

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-351528) 3/MR/64

SAC, CHICAGO (105-5587)

MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN
RACIAL MATTERS

ReBulet to Chicago* dated 1/14/64. v.

Submitted herewith for the Bureau is the original
and seven copies of a letterheadmemorandum setting forth
details concerning captioned matter.

It is noted that by- letter dated January 8, 1964,

the United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois, was ?

furnished one copy of a letterhead memorandum regarding
the background and, activities of captioned subject. One
copy of. attached .letterhead: memorandum is being sent
the United States secret Service , at Chicago., - Illinois..

The first confidential source utilized
in attached letterhead memorandum iS

b6
b7C
b7D

who furnished such information to SA bkycjs <=>»

PLESNER, on February *28, 1964, (protect - deemed
advisable)*'

The second confidential source referred to
in attached letterhead memorandum is

|

who
furnished suCh information to SA .JOHN W. TOEDT on
October 27, 1963. and June 19, 1962.

The third confidential Source utilized
in attached letterhead memorandum iS I |

who furnished such information on October 27* *28,

1963* and on February 7, 1964*. to SA ROBERT J . DOLAN.,

The fourth confidential source, utilized
in attached letterhead memorandum is

I I
who

furnished Such information to SA JOHN W , TOEDT on
October 29* 1963, and on January 3, 1964.

The fifth confidential. Source utilised is
I postal. Inspectors Office* United

ISO, 433 West Van Buren, Chicago,
Illinois, Who furnished this information to BA ROBERT

b2
'b7D

b2
b7D

b2 .

b7D

b6
b7C

States Post m±±

J. DOLAN.on April 14, 1961

2 —
' Bureau
Chicago f

8™ 1^



CG 105-5587

b6
b7C
b7D

The sixth, confidential source Utilized id"

who furnished such information to SA|

April 4, 1955 (protect - deemed advisable)

.

on

be
b7C
b7DContinued liaison has been maintained, with Chief

of Police .TQHW q’gqnweIjI.. Hoffman Estates. Illinois Police
Department, and with I

|
regarding the activities Of NELSEN..

All pertinent information received or developed by the FBI
regarding subject has been furnished these Police authorities.

It is noted that on February 24* 1964, [

Ihad been approached by MAYNARD ORLANDO
| and was informed that he,
sating resulting in theNELSEN ,

desired that a severe
hospitalization for; several weeks be. administered to a
former co-worker of NELSEN’s. NELSEN advised he had up
to $1,000 to pay for this and would slSo provide for the
perpetrator to leave. town. NELSEN alleged that intended
victim stole several thousand dollars from former employer
where both he and NELSEN were employed and is now attempting
to attribute theft to. NELSEN and three others. NELSEN
Identified victim to informant only as a ’’Jew” now employed
in a1 business similar to that in which NELSEN is engaged,
that is a day labor rental business in Chicago, Illinois.
NELSEN advised that victim ”haS been talking” to the
Internal Revenue. Service and to the States Attorney at
Chicago* and he* NELSEN* desires victim hospitalized.

b2
b7D

NELSEN stated he was sure some member of the
American Nazi Party (ANP) would be able and interested

Lob and I I

A member of the Chicago ANP was pointed out to

b7D

NELSEN and he agreed io this individual's use. NELSEN
hasE

1 NELSEN indicated hewas anxious that Deaxmg
take place as soon aS possible,



CG 106-5557

[

Subsequent contact "With XJELSEN by |

rone I

1
, determined intended: victim to he one

-

,

Tand that NELSEH ivas acting for "his boss" in making
J imr cimv tr ominl nvAirl lxx7for beating. NELSEN currently ,emp

Bureau file L

Discreet induiry of~T aternal Revenue Service revealed
previously contacted United States Attornev«

Chicago, regarding threats made against ,
him bvi

,

Assistant United States Attorney placed under

b6
b7C
b7D

POa0vAUv jbt*
— ~

; i , § ' , j jy . ,

subpoena for Grand Jury for protective reasons and referred

him to internal Revenue Service as he appeared to possess

;f T<
~ ‘ ‘ ^

information regarding of interest to that service.

At 5:00 PM on February 26 , 1964,
Jrelsen arrangements called off because or

"alarm over operation"
b7D

* I r

regarding this matter and is not anticipating [
I ‘ “ *--? 1 .

-* - _ '*1 .1. A

Tnelseh

]NELSEN and considers, incident closed,

For information of Bureau, pertinent information
J AUAVJ* WO.WAV** jjrw- w--

T

regarding matter furnished . identiaUy to iotyev StL

Chief Investigator, States Attorney,
be
b 7 C

Chicago. Tiiinois . and pertinent information regarding

threat ofT |
discreetly furnished Internal Revenue.

Service, Chicago.

' Because of the nature of development got this

matter, no further dissemination cam he made without

compromising informant.* For i*
not being * included ip attached letterhead memoramdum*

Confidential informants, contacted regarding

RELSER are am fotlopS:

.
contacted on March 17, 1964, by

SA ROBERT J.- DOLAR;
.

'

A
'

contacted March 16, 1964, by -

SA JOHN ff . TOEDT; _ \
Contacted March 16, 1964,- by SA TOEBT •

3 -

b2
b7D ]

» <r* /
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- The Chicago Division will continue to follow the
activities of IpLSEli: and, where .possible, i?ili attempt to’,

establish additional sources' covering such activities

.

Pertinent infomation developed will: be* immediately t^Ur~
uisbed tbe; Bureau.

‘
‘

.
:

•



'‘ALL IHFOEHAgOH 'CONTAINED. ,• ’ .

^.HEREIN is P-A3 SIFIED-'
'

'
•

/ DATE 04-22^10 'EY 60322 /ffiVLF.P/STF..'
,

ETE

SAC# BIRMINGHAM (10,6-477) March 31, 1934

SAC# Cmm& (103r4630>

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS FART*
RACIAL MATTERS

'
:

<PQ? BIRMINGHAM)

_ f#* 1963, and-
Chicago airtel dated February 7# 1964, escldsisg lett^head'
raeiicrahdum. - ...

'
'

* ./•

• ' -
.

^
;

"** hoted in referenced Communication Of Beceraber 37*
1963 1 contact at that tiie -witli Chicago informants cognizant ‘

5f **c3al activity in this UrCa established no hbowlbdgc that
the National States Rights Party (NSRP) Was then in existehco
In Chicago as an organization, Sources 4i& btfvisC*' howbver,
that MAYNARB. ORLANDO ^ELSEN# Uiso- known .As JlAR 1JELSBN, had#

• in the. past* hoon--hnOwn as- 'the iliindijar rbi»rb&ontAti7b c.f, '

v

Jfy communication -dated: .7> .1964, the
Chicago Division reported results of .a meetine conducted on

.
^bhruary 6# 1964#.

,
at chichi hnbfce*

'

'

i-
v‘

- ^ _

cbicago sources reported that! Iwa«
''

/- -

identified as
|

at that tine;# waxen ract was based on comments and observations
jnadeatthat meeting. ' * *

•

,

- V

There sa®1® sources reported that the meetingwas
obviously -called to stimulate ;reactimii;on oi tMi ’a?S8^i?n *

.

pn March:?!,; 1964,| | inb ;
"

I
ell of whOia have furnished reliable information

in the past , were contacted regarding the current status

Birminghdp.iRH)'

'

1>- 105-5587
l.wi37Ljg88

RJDxgac
(5)

Searched I’-

Serialized* . /

Indexed
~v ~

'V
Filed yr

tr

tr





OPTIONAL, FORM NO. 10

MAY 1862 EDITION;
" '

GSA GEN. REG . NO.! 27

,
UNITED STATES G05fl5RNMENT‘

/") -
'

SACf CHICAGO, (10.5-.55:87).

- ALL. •IHFQEHATIOH COHTATMED :

.HEI®^^?;insrClA33 IFlED'.

-

DAtE’^F22-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRF/STP/ETl

SA ROBERT :j. PQLAN

MAYNARD ORLANDO NElSEN
RACIAL. MATTERS '

.

It is noted that on 3/10 /64l

:ofect - deemed advisable:]
Advised SA LLOYD ff. NELSON

this file.
The ’above is* proY.i^ed: for the information of

RJD‘;R^- - :

^EflffCHFn . -
-
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NnFXFng
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to : SAC, CHICAGO date: 4/8/64

FROM SAC, LOS ANGELES (62-0) (C)

subject: m &~N~Ass<5ciates
Information Concerning

On 4/2/64 Mayor DON MACGILLIVRAY, Santa Barbara,
California, directed the RA of that city a communication which
enclosed a copy of

f.
letter received at his office 3/30/64 from

subject firm.

He advised^ therein that the original had arrived in
an envelope postmarked "Chicago, Mar. 25, 1964" and bore no
return address, that it was addressed in handwriting to:

"City Hall
Mayor Commission (or Commissor)
Santa Barbara, Calif.

"

Review of the letter reflects it to be a poem, possibly
by a MAX NELSEN. Letterhead bears name M & N Associates, Box
1785, Chicago, Illinois, and the name E. MULLINS and M. NELSEN.

Copy of the M & N letter enclosed herewith for your
information and disposition.

1

(p- Chicago 1)
1 - Los Angeles
THT: rms

(3)

SEAUCHEoZ^^tia^n // f~~~^

serwuzed_^^jled__Z2Z

[

r-na i?$r
,

;

FBI—CHICARn

TW~,



ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE IN I.i^fcLASSIFIED

DATE 04- 22Wi 10 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

to
! SAC, CHICAGO (105-4630) ’date: 4-14464

J *s/ <

’

FR|>M SAP, BIRMINGHAM (105-477) (P.)‘"

>
subject:

rt

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)
'

. RACIAL MATTERS

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
5010—104

UNITED STATES . GOVERNMENT

Membtandum

Re Chicago letters to Birmingham, dated 12-27-63
and *3/31/63.

A review of Birmingham indices fails to reflect
any idnntifiable security references for|

I
and

| |
it? is

noted that .me names of these individuals appeared in
"The Thunderbolt", issue # 51> dated May, 1963 as being
the newly appointed officers of the NSRP in the Chicago
area. A check of Birmingham sources failed to reflect
any .information concerning these individuals . Birmingham
Division indices also contain no pertinent information
concerning MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN, aka..‘Max Nelsen.

b6
b7C

On 4-3-64.1 ~1
(Prob ^ advl sad that. In

b2
conversation withl

| b6
I Istated that NELSEN is no b?c
longer in charge of the NSRP in Chicago area, but mentioned biu
that' NELSEN had been a past NSRP organizer in that area.
He advised thatj

I I
of this organization.

On 4-0-64.1
advised that I

I I that the NSRP presently has approximately
200 active NSRP members in the Germantown sec'tion of Chicago.

Istated that he does not believe this statement by

b6
b7C
b7D

to be completely true.
further inquiry off (concerning
the impression, that These individuals in t
Section were mostly sympathic to the Part
being actual members.

] stated that
this.

upon
obtained

le Germantown
rather/than

2)- Chicago
3’. - Birmingham
; 2 -(105-477;

'

:
1 1

JTD :'bgs -

(50
:

7~I

S'
- 9 / r/

b7D

n FBl^j-CHICAGO



BH 105-477

The above is all -the information presently known .

by Birmingham sources concerning the NSRP organization in
the Chicago area. If any additional pertinent information
concerning this organization in the Chicago area is
received by Birmingham sources., it will be furnished to
Chicago

.

In view of Chicago's present investigation of the
NSRP, it is suggested that Chicago considep? interviewing

to determine
lr ne is wauling to rurnisn any pertinent
regarding the NSRP in the Chicago area.

information

b6
b7C
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/TO :

L FROM :

SUBJECT:

• ? *

opHonal FORM NO. 10
• MAiw-7962 e£|T£)N
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

UNITED,STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ML ICTFMHmON C0HTAI1ED

HERE LHCLAS S I FIED

BATE oSR-2010 BY 60322/UC/LRP/STP/ETG

SAC , Chicago

Director, FBI

EUSTACE MULI
MAYNARD ORLANDO NELSEN
M & N ASSOCIATES
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: May 5, 1964

Enclosed is a copy of a letter from' Legat, Bonn,
dated 4/28/64, which is self-explanatory. Also enclosed
are one copy each of the hate-type poem mentioned in the
Legat letter and a Xerox copy of the envelope addressed to
"Chief ’Rat-Fink’ Commandant, U. S. Military Hq, Augsburg,
Germany .

”

Chicago should contact informants and sources for
information concerning distribution of the poem and the sender
of the hate-type poem.

Since Nelsen and Mullins have been bomb suspects,
handwriting specimens should be available. Forward such
handwriting specimens to the Laboratory with -the request that
they be compared with the handwriting on the enclosed envelope.
Following a report from the Laboratory and the check of your
Sources, furnish an LHM suitable for dissemination.

Enclosures (3).

1 - Legat, Bonn

/ 0 ^ ^

SERIALIZED..

MAY 8 1964
FBIA-CHICAGO

J
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